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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO,
At 109 Exchange St., Portland.
T<
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance.
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

EDUCATIONAL.

___MISCELLANEOUS._

Portland Academy.

Once More to the Front!

Beglns~Septeml)er

Fall Term

.Pupils

vance.

of both sexes received.
Private lessor
when desired. For particulars, apply to

given

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, it paid iu advance at $2.00 a year.
Rates

op

Advertising

One

:

of column, constitutes a “square.”
$150 per square, daily first week: 75 cents pel
weekatter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square,three insertions, or less, 75,cents; on€
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Bales,” $2 00 per square per week: three insertions

length

less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion]
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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ETTA A. FILES. Principal,
au21dtf
_No, 43 Brown Street.
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Yarmouth,

Along the foreside of Falmouth and Cumberland,
Yarmouth river, is one of the most beautiful sails in our
bay. Fare 23 cents.
Beplid2t

LIBERALITY.
Now is the chance for visiting Skowhegan, Waterville. Augusta, and other
towns in the Kennebec Valley.

ON

FRIDAY, SEPT. U, 1877,
Excursion Train will be

Aa

run

by the

PINE

SCHOOL

Ladies,
PORTLAND

STREET,

PROF. E.

MASSE,

Now

street.

Prof. Masse mav he found at Loring,
Harmon’s from 12 to 1 every day.
septs

Short &
d2w

till

10th.__au20d3m&w34
Instruction in English and Classical Studies

GREAT

ME CENTRAL RAILROAD, J.
W.

COLCORD, Under

LEAVING

at Augusta at 11.52 A. M., Waterville
12 45 P. M., and Skowbegan at 1.30 P. M.
Passengers from Saco and Biddetord, and on the
line of the Portland & Rochester, and Portland &
Ogdensbnrg Railroads can connect with this train by
taking the early morning trains into the city.
Returning train will leave Skowhegau at 8.45 P. M.

Arriving

CHANDLER’S
win

FULL

BAND,

accompany the Excursion, and give

AT

—

COBUBN

HALL,

Round] ttip tickets will be sold from
Portland, Westbrook, West Falmouth1

Cumberland, Yarmouth,

and

Freeport.at

#3.00.
Lewiston.
(lower station.)
Crowleys,
Lisbon and Lisbon Falls #3.00.
Bath, Brunswick and Topsham, $1.75.
Good to Skowhesan &c., on this special train only,
but returning will do accepted on any train from the
14th to the 17th, inclusive.
Children half price.
For business or pleasure this opportunity should
not be neglected. This road, running as it does the
entire distance from Richmond, to
Skowbegan,
along the banks of the Kennebec River, with its
charming scenery, and lined with its numerous industries, ofters attractions for a pleasant excursion,
nexcelled.
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt.
F. E. BOOTHBT, General Ticket Agent.
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BlDCCATION,

school,

Boston.
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ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL,
BOY§. JLitlle Blue* Farmington*
Maine. Address,’
augl7d6w A. H. ABBOTT* Principal.

FOR

Bowdoin

College.

second examination for admission, will be
held on THURSDAY, September 27th, at 8 A,
M., at the Chemical Lecture Room, Adams Hall.
The Fall Term begins Friday Kepi. 28th.
JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN, President.
Brunswick, September 7, 1877.

THE

WALTER

d&wtsept27
READING.

desiring private instruction in vocal
MUSIC READING are respecttully informed that Mr. W. L. FITCH is now ready to receive pupils singly or in classes, at his residence, 58
Brackett St., corner Spring.
aplOdtf

NATHAN A DREVF1TS’

Self

NOTICE

DISCOUNT OF 5 PER CENT.
be allowed on all taxes paid within sixty (GO)
days from the date of the commitment thereof
will

HERSEY,

Treasurer and Collector.
September 1, 1877.

sept3d2w

CITY or

PORTLAND.

City Clerk’s Office, March 15,1877.
The Law in relation to

,

DOG

KNOWLES’ STEAM PUMPS,

RETURN

mhlS

tl

HOTELS.

ADAMS
TrilTDf
--

HOUSE,
n

TRAPS,

the Engineer.
Agency for NATHAN Ac DEE VETS’

INJECTORS.

Mantels.

“The Best.” This is the only Injector that will
lift water 20 feet from a well or cistern,and deliver it
into the Boiler against any pressure of steam. Every
Injector is warranted to do all we claim lor it. They
will be put in for responsible parties upon trial.
Send for Illustrated Circulars.
Work done in any part of the State, and satisfaction in prices and workmanship guaranteed.

call the
attention of the public to
once

large

our

more

W. H.

assortment of

Mantels.

No. 17

crmnviTtnn

EW FUKSirDBE fHRODGHODT.
pleased to announce that, since leasknown Hotel, I have re-furI'*5*.
■ nisnedit throughout with NEW FURNIITURE, CARPETS and BEDDING, and
shall hope by strict attention to the comfort
and pleasure of my guests to merit a share of public
am

patronage.

One of the *»e»l locations in the city, near
Banks* Post Office and principal Whole
l’leawaut
sale Houses.
Beds and Excellent
Rooms, Comfortable

Union

the

ME.
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$10,262,879.44

by the New York Standard.
It being the OLDEST Life Company in the United States !
The LARGEST and BEST in the
World ! I
34 years experience has shown it
*** “®* on,y u,c SAFEST but
'?
the CHEAPEST.
Its

Income

1876

for

was

$20,014,260.34.
Gain in Assets

the past year

$3,500.00.

—

Its SECURITIES are BETTER
its DIVIDENDS LARGER, EXPENSES SMALLER than any
other Company.

For the convenience of

opened

78

customers,

our
an office

have

we

at

Exchange Street,
Directly Opposite the

Post

Oilier.

Purchasers can order their coal from this office, and
avoid the dust and mud ot Commercial
Street, and
at the same time be sure of bottom
prices.
We have on hand a large stock, selected from the
choicest Coals mined for domestic
use; also

HARD AND SOFT WOOD.

Randall &

mind that we are selling
these goods as low as they
can he bought in Boston or

60

JuiylO

New York.

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL

BAY

ST.

<ltf

MILLS

at»r25

Tbo following are the results oi Policies now
force at this Agency, and such are the actual and
unitorm results of insurance with this
Company.—
It will be seen that all these Policies have
more than
m

doubled

m

amount.

Dividends declared yearly in Cash and may be
used in payment oi premiums it wanted.
Amt. of Annual Cash Div’d Div’d add. Pres’nt
val
Ifolfoy. Premium for 1677. to Policy. ofPoliev
®155-19
$5,068.00
9,180.98
17,180.98
snm
76.20
3.000
81.43
3185 08
6 185
512.64
12,036 00
22jo3o!o0
s
500
la,.15
18,79
C86 00
1 186 00
1.000
30.50
42.83
1,170 00
2 170 00
132.00
5,OOJ
142.84
5,300.00
10,39oio0

10’slm

4io‘i

To YOUNG MEN it is the best
in
vestment that can be
made, as
SCe” by lhe Cases
S»ven

^Apply

hand, hy

for documents or information

W. D.

Nutter Bros. & Co.,

General

29 MARKET SQUARE,

on

the sub-

LITTLE,

Agent

New

l'or

Maine and

Hampshire.

MAINE.
dim

Piano

IT

Coffee, Spices,

Hand

1

Piano
Used by the most distinguished Pianisis and
Been at
Professors of Europe and America. May be

“ZEPHIRUS”~AND

Win. o. Twombly’s Piano Warerooms, 156 Exchange St.

H.
Mole

aep4

auglO

Agent
dim

KOTZSCHMAR,
far

the

Mtntc

*f Maine.

resorts in

ARTHUR B, MORRISON.
;

JOHN BAY,
at No. II Commercial WhaHor 219 Brackett street
(lti
Jill

NOTICE.

J. C. TARBOX retires from our firm and Mr.
GEO. S. HOLMAN is admitted.
The business will be continued unucr the firm
name of
CARNEY, PARSONS * CO.

HOUIAH,
TARBOX, CARNEY PARS OX'S & CO.
ao28dtf
Portland, Aug. 27,1877.

WILLIAM

M.

WHITTEN.

D015eodly

HUIA,

DOES PAY

Coffees, Teas, Spices,

Treats Chronic and Acute (Diseases.
Never fails
to cure
any chronic case where a cure is passible, no
diaerence how mauy“rognlars” have failed
on it.
v1!
gl7.ell; nor incurable cases undertaken,
the sick
at a distance can be examined
Clairvovantly and treated when desired. Call and see.

EeP10__dlw*

Pickles,

Vinegar,
Extracts,
Slielf Goods, Groceries, &c.

_No.

37 Piura Street.

FEEXEl,
Federal

G. W. SIMONTON &

MAINE.

Whitening, Whitewashing, Coloring and Cementing done to order. Jobbing of ail kinds in
my line
will receive
work neatly

prompt and personal attention.
All
done at low prices, and satisfaction
I have on hand a new
of undesign
ercut Cent2r Pieces and Brackets, which cannot
be
found elsewhere east of New York. These will
be
sold at prices to correspond with the times.
Lime
Cement, Plaster, Mortar, &c.. constantly on hard,
raers

§uaranteed.

COMPANY.

Tliis Lubricator combines economy, durability, and pcrlect
lubrication
without friction, gumming or running. The absence
of all friction renders it an indispensable
auxiliary
for cooling journals and boxes on Steam Cars. Tlie
coldest weather has no effect on this Lubricator.
It has been conceded by those that have
thoroughly tested this article, that it is superior to any lubricator offered to the public, and that it is a
saving of
30 to 50 per cent.

The Company manufactures three different grades,
designed severally for Steam and Horse Cars, Machinery, Trucks, Drays, Carriages, &c„ all of which
secured by Letters Patent, granted 1876.
All goods guaranteed as represented and
put up in
convenient packages for the trade.
Orders addressed to the Union Lubricator Co., No.
6 Haymarket Square, Boston, or W. W.
Whipple
&Co., Agent, 21 Market Square, Portland, will 1.3

promptly
We

attended to.
permitted to

refer to the following:
Portland, June 15,1877.
the Union Lubricator Co., 6 Haymarket Souare,
Boston:
We have thoroughly tested your Lubricator on our
road and find it to be of great
merit, ruuuing 6 weeks
and over 3000 miles without
replenishing, thereby
saving in time and expense. We can safely recommend its use on all railways.
ALMON LEACH, Supt,
HENRY S. BENNETT, Master Mechanic!
W. H. FESSENDEN.
Treasurer Portland Machine Work.
I. D. WILSON,
Foreman Portland Machine Works.
HENRY S. CLAY.
Livery Stable Keeper. 7 Market Souare.
S. P. CHADBURN,
Proprietor Stages Portland to BridgtoV
are

T

To

IRA

CLAY,

FRED

je23dtf

CUMMINGS,

Cumberland Paper Co.
W. S. JORDAN,
Cumberland Paper Co.
WINSLOW MACHINE WOKS,
Union Street.

Received

PHOTOGRAPHER,
244 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.,

FIRST PREMIUMS.
1st Premiums Maine State Fair, 1876.
1st Premium New England Fair, 1877,
13 Mr. L. takes pleasure iu Informing his numerous
friends and patrons of his award of the Highest
Premium with silver medal at tho recent great
New England Fair. Considering as he does this well
earned tribute as an incident in his career especially
worthy of note, as the competition was particularly
earnest and powerful% as is so well known to all
who attended the Fair and examined the beautiful
specimens of photo-art, so numerous and excellent
as to excite the remark and wonder of all! Many
strangers and travellers stating that they had visited
most of the important industrial and art exhibitions
of all countries, they had never seen the department
of Photography excelled and seldom equalled, especially as regarded Photo-Portraiture.
Mr. L. would most respectfully inform his patrons
and the public that ho is more than ever determined
to fully sustain his well known reputation as the
leading Photo-Portrait Artist of the State, devoting
his constant personal attention to securing pleasing
as well as lifelike portraits of all who favor him
with their patronage.
permanent Carbon Porcelain Picture*
an well as Life Size Portraits a decided

[0.,

Forest Ciiy Mills, 13 and 15 Union St.*
MANUFACTURERS & JOBBERS.
dlw
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the great popular
But as usual they

Republican ranks
uprising against

were

too

and of

Blaine.

saDguine.

The

Srt
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by showing him a victory near at hand, but
provokingly, just oat of reach; but they are
good party men at heart all the while as
appears when any emergency
strict drawing of the line.
The stock of Democratic hopefulness is

requires

a

galvanically smiling

this year to

came

up

their'twenty-

first consecutive defeat with all the sprightliness of sanguine youth
pervading their

battered old framr..
got

a

some

This time they have

few county officers hore and there, and
extra representatives in the Legislature,

which to day however is largely Republican
in both branches.
On the whole it was

The guileless Ben Butler is unable, in con
sequence of other engagements, to defend
.the rioters in Pennsylvania, but he expresses
a mild estonishment at their
needing a lawyer, as he “never knew that a man could be
arrested for simply making a speech.” There
are speeches and
speeches. When a man
simply makes a speech to a'friend advising
him to upset a fruit stand or to throw a brick
at a policeman, and his advice is
taken, it is
no stretch of law to collar the orator and
hold him as an accomplice in the deed. When
the simple speech-making goes to the extent
of exciting furious and reckless men to riot
and plunder, and to destruction of life and
property, the simple speech-maker stands in
the position of the trumpeter in the fable
who tried to beg off because he did no
fighting
himself, but who was incontinently slain es
the worst in the whole lot.
In prst years the Western press has brought
reproach upon itself by unlimited indulgence
in offensive personalities and scurrilous abuseA change has however come over its spirit of
late and some of the great papers of the
taucj

reform with

uavc

ia&cu

up

UitJ WUr& Ol

Thus the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat, repr" .enting the high-toned
journalism of the West, diguifiedly rebukes
the wanton j '.rsonal attack of a neighbor and
declines to enter into a controversy in which
the weapons shall be abuse. It loftily says;
“Simply because we spoke of the two old
scoundrels who control the Rehublican, that
journal retorts in language which in our
judgment, is beneath the dignity of newspaper controversy. We can not condescend to
a dispute with the venerable he-harlots at
Third and Chestnut, because they are utterly
unmindful of the courtesies due from one
newspaper to another. If these two convicted
blacklegs can not restrain their personalities
within the bounds of decency we cannot take
notice of anything they may say.”
a

will.

The London Standard, commenting upon
the departure of Captain Tyson’s Arctic
Expedition and its proposed plan of operations, expresses the belief that the project is
impracticable. It thinks that it has been already proved to the satisfaction of scientists
that the possibility of sustaining health and
vigor under the condition of the proposed
colony is at least questionable. It adds:
It will not surprise us if, despite all care in
regard to the provisions, exercise and medicine an outbreak of scurvy should paralyze
the eflorts of Captain Tyson and his successors.” But with all its apprehensions it cannot conceal its admiration for what it
justly
styles “the most daring and brilliant scheme
of Polar adventure that sanguine
courage
and
scientific
enthusiasm
have
yet

prompted.”

Aeenc?

FERNALD’S

would make in the

efficacious.

Street,

PORTLAND__-

MR. W. D. LITTLE, Gen’l
Agent of the Mutual
Insurance Company of New
York, has recently
(No. 9365) issued through his
F'^a^phcy
in 1851, tor $5,000.00 on the
life of a well known citizen, on which the accumulated Dividends irnro
$5,806.00, thus making the large sum of S10 806 on

FALL GOODS

hopeful of reducing the majority below that of 1875, or
even of extinguishing it
altogether. They
talked of the great inroads which Williams

strong and united in Maine as it was
before “the policy” was ever dreamed of.
We send greeting to our bretheren in other
states. We are in very good political health
and hope you will follow the same sound
hygienic method" which we have found so

L!fe

siEp

presidential elec-

very good day’s work for our side and shows
that the Republican parly is practically r.s

To Insure with the Right
Company

armsthe compaup-

a

were

something marvellous; and they

n.

All are most cordially invited to call and examine
fpecimens only to be seen at his rooms before ordering elsewhere.
septlOdtf

CHOICE

the
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etc.

250 FORE STREET, Fortin

“RAT,”

ready to convey parties to any
icinity at reasonable rates. Apply to

are now

Cr. Tartar,

MORRISON-*" WHITTEN,

———m——a

Pleasure Wagons.

Guide,

H.

specialty.

bobbers
Automatic

a

Bep4d2w

$8,568?00

■■

_-

C“mbcrl*n>l Street, corner ot
Mechanic, for

weeks.

No other Life Company in this
Country, or the world has Inrnished sach results, there being
no Stockholders TO CONSUME
ITS EARNINGS, NO PREMIUM
NOTES, no accumulating interest to pay.

above®

Please call and examine.
A full assortment always

PORTLAND,
au25

^j£AW;535reiJK.t?6SS3
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policies being self-sustaining.;

same

thrown under impulse of
tion, and the Democrats

abundantly

its Policies have doubled
in amount during the
past 20
years, and the Cash dividends,
in many cases are MORE THAN
THE ANNUAL PREMIUM, these

Table.

Carriages at all trains.
v
04.00 PER BAY.
TERJTIH
1
a. S. ALLEN, Proprietor,
and
“Falmouth.”
Julian”
“St.
the
Formerly Clerk at

MED IUM.

Many of

Parties wishing for a nice
Mantel will please hear in

on

—

Its receipts for INTEREST in 1876
was $400,000
more
than its
death losses.

Notice to Consumers

Mantels.

kept

amounting to nearly

now

majority of Gov. Connor is larger than he
had two years ago and his plurality ^over Williams i3 much larger. Of course nobody expects such a majority in an off-year as is

„-

thoroughly tested Lubricator, for Steam aud
Cars, Paper, Rolling, Cotton and Woolen Mil's,
Sugar Refineries, Gas Works, Brick Yards, Dredging
Machines, and for all Machinery with heavy hearings
AIbo for Carriages, Wagons, Carts, Drays, etc.

WINSTON, Pres’t,

The Republicans of Maine achieved yesterday a good, subtantial off-year victory. The

miiotor

Truckman at Milliken & Co.’s. Commercial St.

money
there is nothing that will
add to the beauty of a
room so much as one ot
our

dim

TEST AND SLATE WRITING

The
Street

$85,000,000.00.

Street,

SPECIAL

Our Marbleized Mantels
are more desirable than
the White Marble, as no
injurious effect is produced
upon these goods by Oils
or Acids.
For

Its solid assets

PENNELL,

^PORTLAND,

Orates complete to match
our
Mantels
furnished
when desired.

-• **■

PORTLAND, MB,
I

WATER

est-warranted to work. These will return ail lue
water of condensation from coils back into the boiler
against any pressure, and without any care from

LICENSES

Will be Strictly Enforced.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

F. S.

Sell Oilers for Shafting, Engines A Pumps

Marbleized

NEW YORK,

Victory Again.

congressmen nor President are to be chosen;
-hfiiwr -caiefiiL hnwevar. to throw A (la w more
votes then the Democrats cad possibly

BIASrFACTtRI5(«

Established in 1843.

for Dry Houses, Factories, &c., the best and cheap-

1877.

insure with the Old

Acting Lubricators,

Journal.

VIOLA AND GUITAR, M,
Office 180

Life Insurance Co., Union Lubricator
OF

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon ns by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent onr

Charles (Trimmer,

MUTUAL

for Steam Chests and Cylinders, all sizes, constant
ly on hand.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

CITY OF PORTLAND. TREASURER’S OFFICE,
September 1, 1877.
Is hereby given that the tax hills lor the
year 1877, have been committed to me with a
warrant lor the collection of the same-.In accordance
with an ordinance of the cily, a

II. W.

HOOPER

Well Points.

We do not read anonymous utters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not
necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or
preserve communications that are not used.

Republicans have a way of taking their
ease and indulging their private fancies in
the way of voting on the years when neither

trow out of town Rnlfoitarl.

Steam Radiators,
Force,
Deep
Well and Cistern Pumps, Drive

We

_dtl

201
dti

Gauges, Gauge Cocks,

1NU1 lUJCi.

Taxes for

Jan8

PLAIN 8 ORNAMENTAL PUSTERER

Street,

1H 'JT Hi

Brass and Iron Fittings, Plumber’s Goods, Rubber, Hemp and
Asbestos Packing, Rubber
Hose, Steam and Water

Natter Bros. & Go,,

relating
City
original
location pf streets, and with the order of the City
Council approved August 16, A. D., 1877, having
ascertained the original location of the Streets hereinafter mentioned as accurately as practicable, and
made written report of his doings m the premises
with plans and descriptions to us the undersigned
Committee on New Streets, to wit: Laurel street.
Pearl, north of Laurel street; Congress, east of North
street; Cumberland, from North to Merrill street;
Quebec, at North street; Melbourne street; Montreal, at North street; Walnut street; Lafayette street;
Congress street; Merrill, at Congress street; Willis
street; and Emerson street.
This to give notice to all concerned that this Committee will act upon said report, at the Mayor’s office, on SATURDAY, the 29th inst, at 10 o’clock A.
M., when and where any person may appear and
object to said report.
M. M. BUTLER,
\
JAMES E. HASELTINE, i Committee
!
I. D. CUSHMAN,
on
SUMNER LIBBY,
New
t
ALBERT SMITH,
I
Streets.
GEO. H. COYLE,
J
dtd
sep5

afall hou?8fIle8t

V.

PIPE^

Bep8d6t

A. GOOD WIN, Esq., City Civil EnWILLIAM
gineer, in accordance with the Statutes of the
and of
ordinances
to the

Semfof

D.

CO.,

sePt_

10 CENTS.

State,

!

Steam, Gas & Water •Dili rARTicULAR

DEPARTMENT.

oflll'kinds

precepts
a‘
Confadenaal adv,ce given, and services specialty.
rendered in the
°fcriminal8< ^dsiness attended
to

and Botanic Physician. 5IS 1-2
Congress Street, Portland.

&

to

of Portland.

STREET

H^

RICE.

D•

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

City

C'nmberland County,

51 l-il EXCHANCE
STREET.

iew

I

COREY

28 Free

Clock

to 9 p. m.

dtf

Boston or New York markets.
Please examine our extended Warerooms, large" new Factory and
immense stock of goods before purchasing elsewhere,

Life Representations of OCR SAVIOUR and
APOS I JLE8. Open day and evening. All should
go and see ihis great triumph of genius. Matinees
during the day for Schools, Ladies and Children.

m.

for

more convenient, goods better displayed; having
departments, each containing novelties not to be found elsewhere
in the city.
Our facilities for manufacturing are more complete, we
produce more goods, employ many more hands than any other
Furniture Establishment in the State and OUR PRICES JRE, AND
SHALL BE AS LOW AS THE LOWEST, compared with Portland,

A working model of
Fac Simile of the original.
one of the world’s seven wonders.

Open from lo a.

Coroner

Our Ware rooms are

THE GREAT STMHRfi CLOUR

■

MATT ADAMS,
Constable for Portland,

more

From Germany to America

ADMISSION,

Square,

England.

NEW ENG. CONSERVATORY of MUSIC. 16,000 pupils since 1867. 75 eminent instructors. 115 hours instruction for 315.
Musical,
Literary and Art CourseB. 4 terms a year. Address

Hall,

Elm St.

sePt3__

All persons in need of Fine, Medium or Common FURNITURE, will
find our stock far more Extensive. Superior in Styles, finish and
quality than at any other Store in Portland, and not excelled in New

healthy,
particulars apply for circulars.
D. L. SMITH, Principal.
aug9deodlm

Mcsio

-wiidt©,

Middle Street.

PSHAM, mu.
terms.
accessable.
For

TODJKJEE,

t.

Magnetic-

IF -A. Q U? S

Commences
Best advantages with
reasonable
Location
attractive and

E.

H

Natural Magnetic Physician,
He shad lay hands on them and
they shall be healed

TEACHER OF

Maine.

franklin family

_dly

Dr-

Addresa,

Foruand,

SEPT. lOlfa.

Apostolic

J111^

Large.

& CO.,

Market

our
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FURNITURE

jacTLaw
Hbrancbea

positively the last.cornmeucinxrimOIVDAY,

The

finest array ol
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more \
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IMMENSE

collateral
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LANCASTER HALL,

1

J*oa Cumberland, Cor. of

PORTLAND, HIE,
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^nrtlanfl l^iisinpsR Mnllppe

Wednesday, September i9tb,

SKOWHEGAN.

Preble

143 Pearl Street.

TO

—

c?]f

l>ect citizens assure us that Dr.
fails in effecting a permanent cure in
Erysipelas and every form oi
Salt Rheum, anti all Diseases
K,au^heumatism>
0
'111 tllac affect
the human family.

PRICE CLOTHIERS,

LOW

jan2»dtf

a

Grand Promenade Concert and Ball,

B. FISK

Park,

at
house to repair machines or give
instructions; all orders by mail will receive prompt
attention j needles 36 cents
per dozen,
au2t
eod2tn

Many

are

C. D.

Sept.

given to piivate pupils by the subscriber.

Portland at 8.55 A. M. Cumberland al 9.28 A. M.
Yarmouth at: 9.39
Woodford, at 9.07 "
at 9.50
Westbrook at 9.12
Freeport
Brunswick at 10.15
W Falmouth at 9.21

Rear 292 Cousress Street, a few doors
last of the
Portland, Me.,

OREAD INSTITUTE.

Worcester, Mass.
Founded 1848.
Confessedly one of the best o]
N. E. Seminaries.
Send for Catalogue. Address
P- GREEN, A. M., at Jamestown, K. J„
SJfY*

Machines Repaired.

AND SURGEON,
No. 337 Congien Street,

All New. Now Our Prices will Please All. The
Styles
People like to Select trom a Large Stock; We have got it. The People
want good light to see what they buy; Our store provides it.
Everything in our line that heart can wish, may he lound in some one ol onr
Departments. COME AND SEE US.
onr

Sewing

PRESS.

TUESDAY MORSOQ, SEPT. 11.

eS!S Dvforni8 °f

Now is the Time to Buy.
Now our Assortment is

Teacher of the FRENCH Language and Litera
ture in the High School, will give lessons to classe ;
or single pupils at their residence or at No. 85 Ne\
High street. This affords an excellent opportunity
for those who think of going to Paris next
year t
perfect themselves in the French Language.
MADAME MASSE will give lessors to singl
pupils and classes at her residence, 85 New High

of

PHYSICIAN

WE UNDERSTAND TEE WANTS OF THE PEOPLE,
And have endeavored to place on our counters the
handsome fitting garments ever shown before.

kinds

H« A. Laml), AC. I>.,

We have ceased to offer Summer Goods and are
now| showing: oni
entire Fall Assortment ot all
sizes, shapes and shades suitable loi
Utile Folks, Big: Folks, Fat People or Fean People.

The Fall Sessiun of this school opens Thursday
Srpi. 20.
Applications by letter may be addressed to tb
MISSES SYMONDS, Principals, at their lesidenc
and personal application after August 20th.
did
auglO

Will leave Portland Pier

at 2

DAY

For Young
22

The Steamer Charles Houghton

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,
o’clock
m.,

&

Goods!

Hew

CLOTHING.

dlw

BOARDING

All

Store

with

THE

w* H. OHIlBR,

Worth ot Mew Style. Elegant Made Tall and Winter

anil alter the 131

at her rooms,

FALMOUTH

overflowing

cards.

Machinist and
Sewing Machine Kepairer.

OYER SIXTY THOUSAND DOLLARS

Teacher ol Vocal HI nsic and Ui<
Piano Forte,
will be ready lor her pupils

Palatial

business

uul9

i

The total annual average cereal product os
to French statistics, i
4,904,000,000 bushels. We produce forty
bushels of grain per head, estimating our

Europe, according

populatino at 40,000,000, while Europe, with
a population of not quite
300,000,000, produces only twenty-six bushels per head, and
Great Britain only four bushels per head.
We produce three times as much as we require, Bussia not twice its wants, and

Great Britain not much more than one-fourth
her requirement. The Bureau of Statistics
estimates the product of cereals in the United
States for 1877 at about 1,600,000 bushels.
For the last four years we have exported
breadstufis to the average of more than $100,000,000 per annum.

A cabefully made estimate of the wheat

yield [of Minnesota, Iowa, Wisaonsin and
Kansas places the total amount at 117,000,000 bushels. The yield of the same states
last year was 61,000,000 and in
1875,93,000fvui
__

uvci

last

yeui

ui

56,600,000.

The aggregate wheat crops of
Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee will
probabably exceed the aggregate
of last year by 35,000,000 to 3S,000,000 bushels, and that of California will fail 12,000,000
short of last year. Tnese estimates are made
Dy Chicago experts, and It is not surprising
that the merchants of that city are looking
forward with high anticipations to a large and
prosperous trade, a feeling which is shared
by the merchants of eastern cities.

The Chicago Inter-Ocean, editorially no.
ticing the arrest of one William Dryden, explains that he was “not the poet, but
the
There is nothing like
plasterer.”
an accurate
acquaintance with the luminaries
of English literature, and that Inter-Ocean
man probably has all the works of James
Shakspeare and Thomas Milton at his fingers’ ends. In Chicago they are nothing i*
not

fitf

xuutcrtso

—i

intellectual.

The Russian forces in Bulgaria are doubtless greatly superior in numbers to those that

the Turks have been able to assemble, but
the Turkish commanders are so much better

generals that on any spot where a conflict
takes place they contvire to outnumber their
opponents three to one, and so by pursuing
the Napoleonic tactics, win victories.
Talk about your thrifty Yankee! Why
a guileless Texas
youth who rode a1
thirty-dollar mule into town the other morning, swapped eight times, and rode home at
night on a seventy-five dollar horse and with
a hundred dollars in his boot
leg. There’s
no one in Connecticut who can beat that.
here’s

Notwithstanding the favorable reports
of Senator Morton’s condition which come
through the telegraph, the Indianapolis Sentinel insists that the end is near. It says that
he cannot possibly recover. It may be said
of the Sentinel in this matter, however, that
tbe wish is father to tbe thought.
Current CommentThe “fraud” platform is shivered, and
should be sold by auction for kindling-wood.

—Tribune.

Isn’t it about time for us to find out, here
at the North, that our liberties are endan*
gered by the presence of government troops ?
There are more in our very midst now than
have been in the whole South at any time for
half a dozen years.—Norwich Bulletin.
The Democrats at the North are deeply
dyed in bourbouism. They have lost sight of
every living issue and bound themselves hand
and foot to the carcass of the dead past.
Taking up the cry of the' meretricious New
York Sun only raised to delude and mislead
them, they drown the rer-on with their loud
cries of “fraud, fraud, fraud.” They are

tlxla
0>Armn)anifUUI
less to aruue with such
to
see
that
some
of
gret

nwk</iA»

The money was stolen, and
they were sitting by, and if they made no sign
of opposition, the
inference is irresistible that
they

were

parliceps criminis.

Bat at any rate we are
having too much or
too little of this Tweed
business—too much if
nothing is to come of it but little petty insinua
tions or ominous
threatenings—too little if the
great culprit aatually is disposed to reveal the
whole volume of his iniquities and is
kept in

cheek for fear he may disclose something that
would hurt the particular friends of the
parties
who are holding him in restraint. It is not a
pleasant subject from any point of view. There
is intense mortification in the
thought that the
people of [a fgreat city istood looking on with
stupid bewilderment while a gang of thieves
were for ten years
deliberately plastering their
houses with mortgages.
Looking at the thing
from the moralist’s standpoint, it is a sad com-

mentary upon the utter lack of healthful public sentiment that out of hundreds of
newspapers not one could bo found either| virtuous
enough or prescient enough to strike a blow at
this seething mass of corruption till it had been
endured eight years—and that then only one

daily, the Times,and only
should have girded
amid

thelsneers

one

weekly, Harper’s

their armor for the fight
or frowns of their
contemporaon

ries and the threats of the rascals
they were
pursuing. It may be necessary to keep this
dark page in the annals of the
metropolis open
a little longer to subserve
the ends of justice,
but every body who has a
spark of local pride
will feel a sense of relief when it can
be closed

forever,
Mr. Justice Bradley has
1anwittingly given a
momentary consequence to the nonsensica hulllaballoo about “Fraud” by writiog a letter
on the subject. The
Judge is evidently too sen"
sitive to take a joke. This whimsical
cry originated with the incorrigible jester of the New

nnc

madmen: but

Wfi re.

southern papers
and politicians have become tainted with the
same sort of insanity,
which, if it becomes
confirmed leads to political death.—Richmond
(Fa) State.
It is a terrible crisis. The nation holds its
breath. Sober men wonder what the world
is coming to. The very air is murky with
direful political prognostications. And all
because a capable officer, though a somewhat
phlegmatic gentleman has spent perhaps an
hour of the people’s time without
asking
leave of absence, in attending a committee
meeting. For this constitutes the malfeasance in office, if any, for which Mr. Cornell
must be removed, if he is removed, when the
question comes up before the Senate the
body legally constituted to inquire into his
suspension, if he is suspended. The very
head and front of his officicial offending hath
this extent, no more.—Buffalo Commercial
It is settled, then, that a man who admits
that the rebels erred is not a representative
Southerner.
He is a “trick-mule,” or a
“dirt-eater.” But a representative southerner
does not concede that he or his lost cause
was or could be, possibly
wrong. He and
the cause were right then and now. The contest is temporarily adjourned. During this
adjournment, which is a sort of truce, the
irreconcilables will come in for an approprip
lion and a lion’s share of whatever the
lately
despised Uncle Sam may have to distribute.
But, first, lrst, and all the time, it must be
distinctly understood that the Southern man
who admits that the rebellion wrs
wrong and
a failure ceases to be
worthy to be called a
son of the South.
In this category we find
Mr. Key, and he is accordingly derided and
contemned. It wrs treachery to the South,
the Democratic South, that he should be
willing to assume charge of the United States
postal service in the administration of a Kepublican President. It is infamous that he
should admit that rs a rebel he w?.s on the
wrong side.—N. T. Times.
Whenever a campaign gets a little dull in
Ohio, somebody pulls the venerable William
4 lien from his obscurity, and extracts from
him the same old interview. A reporter of
the Cincinnati Enquirer went through the
usual operation once more the other day, and
ascertained that it was “Sam Tilden’s money” which defeated your Uncle William in
JUs7o. About the only fresh remark in the
conversation is a lively one on Mr. Tilden’s

stupidity in writing

their innocence.

our

his letter against

grant'ng

Southern claims. “When I read his letter,”
exclaimed the old gentleman, with the customary sulphurous ejaculation, “I threw the
paper down in disgust, and I said, “By—,
he has throttled himself!
From
the
moment of that letter his chances were
on the wane, and when the critical time
came, the men who sold him his nomination at St. Louis sold Hayes his office.” This
seems to be a complimentary allusion to the
high moral tone of Mr, Allen’s own party in
the South. He even says further on in the
interview, that Tilden bought his nomination of the Southern Democrats, and the
same persons subsequently sold the Presidency to Hayes. There is a chance for David
Dudley Field. He yearns to impeach som:body; why not impeach the Southern members, and call your uncle William in as a wit
ness?
■

experiments in

this.line from a velocipede to
electoral commission. There is an affecta
tion of seriousness and an
extravagance of vituperation about his humorous efforts which Is
very well calculated to puzzle matter of fact
people whose sense of the ludicrous is not especially keen. He has perpetrated this last
conceit with such a pretense of
being in earnest
that it has served his purpose no doubt
quite
satisfactorily. He has made game of a great
mauy
persona,
mostly elderly and not
at all inclined to be
appreciative of jocuBut
larity.
that
he
should
have
succeeded in bringing down a member of
the highest tribunal in the laud is a
crowning
an

triumph which will be very apt to stimulate
him to new endeavors to be
funny. Any body
who has the patience to reason about the mat-

ter, however superficially, will see at a glance
that the charge of fraud is neither good in law
nor in fact; that the
only allegation which
bears any relation to the circumstances is that
of conspiracy; and that no indictment will
hold
against one man that does not include the
whole eight. In other
words, in order to infuse the faintest semblance of reasonableness
into an arraignment of the Electoral commie*
sion it is necessary to begin with the
proposition that a

majority

of its

members,

all of them

gentlemen of unimpeached reputation for honor and probity—three ot them clothed with
the
ermine of justice in its highest
estate, were wiltheir oaths. It tis hardly worth
fully false
while to waste breath in
discussing suoh a re-

volting theory.

antry, but
idea

It is

a sorry
subject for pleashave an exceedingly low
nature to consider it seri-

one must

of human

ously.
Mr. Cornell is entitled to the credit of
having
to the new administration the first decisive test of the breadth of its

applied

statesmanship-

The emergency was critical, the deliberations
over it are represented to have been solemn and
aDxious. The refusal of an officer to
obey an
Executive decree could not be passed over in
silence.
The newspapers, who have assumed
control of the government since the 4th of

March, did not suffer it * > be neglected. There
has been no lack of obsequiousness heretofore
to this recently installed power in state affairs.
The editors in fact have exercised their authority with a good deal of despotic vigor. Their
demands have not only been importunate but
numerous and incessant.
But when they car-

ried matters with so high a band as to Insist
that the President should play Gessler to Cornell’s William Tell, a spirit of revolt
against
such tyranny displayed itself at the

Capital.

There was a cabinet council convened. Of the
debates the public can have no record, bat its
conclusions show that the policy of compromise was adopted. The state
paper in whioh
the decision is announced is acurious specimen
of diplomacy and aptness in the art of
putting
things. But the newspaper men are not easily

l’hey feel the smart of palpable defeat too sharply to tear it with complacency.
One of them, always most natural when it is
cracking the whip over refractory rulers, advises the President’s ministers to resign if
they
oannot do better than that. Others, more disnacined.

creet than

Our New York Letter.
Tweed

l?fore

V'oik

the

Aldermen—The New

Banditti-Judge

“Fraud” .Hullaballoo,

the

Bradley,
and

the Oreat

Journalistic Jester— Mr. Cornell and the
Ad in in istrat ion.

New York, September 8th., 1877.
We have been

having this week one of the
periodical reappearances of Tweed which prevents his being forgotten. For some reason or
other the aldermen conceived the idea of interrogating him in respect to his past career as a

municipal functionary. It is not easy to divine
the purpose of this fresh inquisition. If it was
to ascertain the names of his confederates in
peculation they could have been got at with
quite rs much accuracy by reference to the
records of the Board of Supervisors as by an
examination of the ringleader. If Tweed
really meant to make a fall confession there
was no occasion to put him to the question.
It was the simplest thing imaginable for him
to narrate in detail the monstrous story of
crime in which he was the principal character.
The banditti of which he was the chief was
formed in 1861. Their main sources of plunder
were the county court house building and the
printing company. The stealings accomplished
through these two agencies amounled to from
half a million to a million dollars annually for

candid, st:fle their emotions the best
way they can, but not so effectually as to conceal the disappointment the event has
really
occasioned them.
It must be conceded that there has been a
back down on the one hand and a
victory on
the other. Of course the laurels rest on the
brow of the conquering naval officer. He took
exception to the mandate disfranchising him
and incurred the risk of refusing to submit to
it He defended the lights of his order, and
was successful.
But that, after all, is merely
the worldly view of the case. The President
may be said from a scriptural point of observation to have been the greater victor of the two.
“He that is slow to anger is better than the
mighty; and he that ruleth his spirit than be
that taketh a city.” It required no small degree of courage for the head of the nation virtually to rescind a ukase which he had authoritatively promulgated. The mixing up of extraneous matters with the main question was
perhaps obnoxious to the criticism of being disingenuous. There can be no legitimate connection between the tenure of other officers and
that which Is presumed to be dependent upon

compliance with the objectionable command.
But the surrender of individual caprice to the
popular will is iu itself so commendable an act
that there will he no general disposition to
pass
censorious

judgment

nine conseoutive years.

Everybody knew all
they werejgoing on. The money
openly appropriated and profligately spent-

The newspapers were all conversant with the
facts and their long silence in respect to them
is unaccountable on any other hypothesis than
that it was requited by patronage. The sums

paid by the gang for advertising, especially in
the later years ofj their ignoble ascendency,
were in themselves trumpet-tongned witnesses
of the disreputable methods by which they succeeded in averting the anathemas of the press.
As for the citizens they seemed absolutely im-

pervious to warning, entreaty or demonstration.
High and low, rich and poor, educated and ignorant were, with a few honorable exceptions,
alike indifferent, insensible and stolid. There
never was

in the world’s histnrv

a mnrn

robbed without remonstrance and made
without a murmur of dissent,

who shared in the booty,

innocent, sparing

inculpating

none

who

pertinent to the times.

prey

none

smirching

the reputation of somebody who is
either dead or so hopelessly involved already as
to be past farther tarnish, is a pitiable sort of

business that ought not to be encouraged.
Everybody who held a seat in the Board of
Supervisors from 1861 to 1870 is under the ban
of suspicion unless the archives show that during their torm of office they steadily and sedu-

lously opposed the Bing. Major Ely’s hostility
to the majority in all their acts was
unwavering. His position was never doubtful. Consequently no breath of suspicion has ever
fallen upon him. Andreas
Wilhelm, a respectable German, was less pronounced in his
antagonism, but still he always voted right,
and he too escaped|jwithout a stain. All the
rest

tions

are
aro

the defensive, and
against thorn if they

on

Cap and Bells.
Indians are not at all
very difficult to catch.

contagious. They are

who

guilty,

he
will make the only atonement now in his
power for the offences he is expiating. But
this doling oat of little scraps of information
are

[church.
(camber is equally interesting and

were

There is no use now of recalling that epoch
of humiliation and shame unless it be to expose the men who were dishonestly enriched
by it. If Tweed will divulge the names of all
are

land are stoutly maintained. The last qnoted
paper will show how generally the ritualistic
heresy has dominated the established

The whole

a

con-

The London Quarterly Review tor July (Leon'
ard Scott Publishing Co’s reprint) has articles
on ThelFirst Lord Abinger and the
Bar; Becent Discoveries iu Art and Archteology in
Borne; Oxford Gossip in the Seventeenth Century; Economic Laws and (Economia (Facts;
The Science of Electricity as Applied in Peace
ana War; New Guinea anu Polynesia; The
War in the fint; The Itisdale Judgment and
the Priest in Absolution; and [National Interests and National Morality—a very able series
of articles, in which all the interests of Eng-

ht»ln-

less, feeble, idiotic community. They

incongruous

Magazine Notices

the while that
was

upon the

ditions with which. it is accompanied. Th®
credit must be accorded te the President of a
readiness to recognize the sources of bis power
and the weight of his responsibilities.
Yabjsoith.

the presumpcannot prove

A keen observer—Little girl:
“Why don’t
you marry some one, Alice?’’ Alice: “Oh, I
can’t ask them, you know.’’ Little girl:
“Well, do as% Helen does with Tom—stake
hands with some one, say you’re glad to see
them, and never leave them; then they’ll
marry

yon.”

A

Mississippi granger is opposed to railroadi.
He says that when he goes to town they bring
him home so quick he hasn’t “time to get
sober before he’s thar.’’
The Hawkeye man can’t understand why it
is that a constable with a search warrant, looking for whiskey in a temperance town, can
search for five days and never get a smell,

while a dry and thirsty man, in the same town
Bteps out of his office, walks briskly away,
and in three minntes is seen emerging from
an adjacent alley, wiping his perspiring month
with hie cuffs.

TUESDAY MORNING, SEPT. 11.

Everything

is

a

feet.

Mermaid that

to my

comes

Washington's Nurse waa worth two Gorillas
In the bosh.
A Poster in time saves nine out of it.
Make play while the run lasts.
Vou can fill a Silk Porse out of a Woolly
Horse.
The uglier the Monster the better the draw.
The more queer Birds of a Feather the more
the Public will flock together.
Truth lies at the bottom of a Sell.
Do, or you will be done by .— Barnum’s
Aphorisms.

_

“What kind of house will we
one little girl of another.
“Oh,

play?” asked
play calling,”

replied the other, “Mary here, she can be
Mrs. Brown, and sit on the step, and me and
Julia will call on her and ask her how she is,
and how her husband is, ind if the baby’s got
over the measles, and tell her how nice she
looks in her new wrapper, and hope it won’t
hurt her much when she has that tooth filled.
And then we’ll [say: ‘Good-bye, Mrs. Brown:
come and see us seme time or other and bring
the children and your sewing; and you’re such
a stranger, we don’t see half
enough of you’
And then me and Julia will courtesy and walk
off a

BY TELEGRAPH.

State

A

Wes, and||what

dirty little brats
Let’sjplay.it;

her’n is.’

Satisfactory

1

o

ed

by

them young
what do you say?”

ones

83
897
231
102
142
198
65

27
7
2
40
93

143
147

120

160
180
N. Gloucester.215
70
No. Yarmouth.... 148
114
Otisfield. 168
2895
Portland.3492
Scarboro. 156
92
Sebago
Standish..... 301
Westbrook. 345
Windham. 329

Over

7,000

Majority.

91

197

of seven to young gentleman of
ten—‘Wou’re[ not yet a man. No, indeed!”
“WhatJ a notion! [Come near and see howl
smell of tobacco.”

Fourteen Counties Carried

In most places “a stone’s] throw,” “five minutes walk,” etc. areHused for measures for
short distances. In Dubuque, however, they
speka of a place as being “within the bawl of a

499
181
104

311
121
51
141

Bucksport.411

277

Sedgwick.135

99
269
107
512
72
151
85

Harbor.
Castine.146
Deer Isle.175
BrooksviUe.133
Ellsworth.643 *
Mt. Desert.110
Orland.234

The governor was] immediately urged to send troops, but he said be

1

3

•

1—1-:i:.—r
send down a

.-

Largely

-*-u

Republican.

tooacco aoes

prolong me. a party

About 3500 Votes.

lynchers down South recently postponed the
haoging'.ten minutes to allow the victim to finish a cigar.

colored complexion.
kiss?

But

(whose wives

do they

Death loves a shining mark. Mr. Polluck,
who was the only man in Denver to own a buggy in 1859, is dead.

through the; winders onto (the table and scare
the boarders when they eat; there aint no policemen here and you bet ’tis fun to tie papers
on to a |hog and set em afire iand hear em
squeal. Mr. Smith was awful mad about it. I
was awfal sick last week and I have worn out
four pairs of pants since I have been here.
When I left home I forgot to let my rabbits
out, and I wish you would go into my back
yard and let em out, butjl guess they areldead
now and if they are you
may have em rabbits
cant live three weeks without nothin to eat if
they can they are tuff. I have got three turkies and a crow and a lot of things [I shall

bring

home in my trunk it my mother don’t
My mother says 1 fret her to death
and says she never’l let me go into the
country
with her again. I can’t write any more for me

find it out.

and

some more fellers is goin
down(in the pasture and throw stones at some calves.
Hookey
broke a lot of glass in 'a school house>nd bis

mother paid ten dollars.

the Tark is not fighting for his own home or
his own country. He is fight* ng for the
right
to play the tyrant—to play the Turk—In the

country and homes of other men. He is fighting to guard his spoils from their lawful owners.
He fights that he may keep the power of
unrestrained murder, robbery and outrage over
large a part of the earth’s surface as he can*
To the fine ladies and gentlemen at Stafford
House, and to the Duke who talks in their name
this seems a “sacred curse.” Those who
try to
put a check upon the doings of men engaged in
ihls sacred cause are spoken of as
“aggressors
The “aggression” of Russia consists in the noble determination of the Russian
people that
this state of things shall be put an end
to, in
their determination themselves to spend and be
epent in the glorious work.
If by Turkey we
mean the lands so marked on the
may and the
people of those lands, the Russians are not
fighting against Turkey, but for Turkey. They
fight to free the people o£ Turkey from barbaTian bondage. They fight to free the
land of
Turkey fromj the exactions of basbarian taxgatherers.
They fight to free the homes of
Turkey from the plunder and defilement of barbarian robbers and ravishers.
They fight, in
short, to free the land from the barbarian intruder and give it back to its own people. May
Buch “aggression” as this ever
prosper. It is
grievous to us as Englishmen that Russia should
be left to do alone the work which
England
should have done at her side
But we can none
the less feel our hearts beat for those who are
doing the work in whioh we are kept back from
Sharing.
They have drawn the sword tn the
cause of righteousuess; they have
jeoparded
their lives unto the death to pnt down the
•wrong and to uphold the right-E.
Freeman
in I he Contemporary Review.
as

THE LABOR TROUBLES.
The Idle Refuse to Allow the
Work*

Thrifts lo

New York, Sept. 10.—Pennsylvania specials

Bay that the conflict around Scranton between
the few who want to work and the many who
don t, is assuming a sanguinary character.
•i ames Haley, a watchman at the
Diamond
colliery, in the outskirts of the city, was assassinated by Mike Coffrey yesterday. The assasBin was arrested. He had
previously threatened Haley for continuing work.
The officers of the Lehigh Valley railroad
announce that the business of the road will be
conducted by a reduced force
hereafter, and
thus better wages will be paid.
The company
has bean employing more men than
required,
lather than discharge any.
Vetter Proapcett in the Coal Field*.
A great change has been exhibited
by the
malcontent miners in the Lehigh region.within
the past two days. Many who have refused all
compromise now seek work. The colleries of
the Lehigh and Wilkesbarre coal companies
resume

today. The general resumption through-

out the coal fields of the state is probable with-

in

a

fortnight.

Mr. Stephen Berry’s Estimates.
Mr. Stephen Berry, the agent of the Associ-

ated Press, makes the following estimates:
144 towns give
29,409
Connor,
22,301
Williams,
2,863
Mnnson,

Torokto, Sept 10.—The decision of the fishery commission that in fixing a compensation
to be paid by the United States for
privileges
accorded by the Washington
treaty, it is not

to take into consideratiod the
privileges of
Bait, ice and provisions and of transhipping
fish, these not being specifically granted by the
treaty, excites much comment.
The Globe’s
Halifax special says:
The decision narrows the question betore the
commission, and no doubt will largely diminish
tne prospect of
obtaining a just compensation
tor privileges now
eDjoyed by the Americans.
the decision is favorajCt’ however,
ble to Canada.
It establishes the fact that the
Possess a right to catch fish
within three miles limit. Other
privileges they
are
through favor of the Canadian
receiving^
The Canadian parliament
people.
may, by an
act at its next session, debar
American vessels
from purchasing bait, ice or
and
provisions,
from transhipping fish at Canadian
ports-if
indeed, the existing laws do not already debar
them. Stripped of these privileges the
right of
Americans would be reduced to small dimen-

fble

i.n,°.nen*sp
«;TinC,ai,D9 ®nl7

sions.

The Shooting at Creedmoor.

Creedmook, Sept.

10.—The fiftieth annual
meeting of the National Rifle Association betoday.
Seventeen entries were made for
prize'- The prize winners are as follows-

W. H. Gilden, L. T. Bum£erKUJon. W- Beddy, J. W. Ma-

T

iJotondlH*rt’TA'n.F-B'ss'Hs,

W.

Brockhoff,

Scattering,

Connor,
42,963
32,901
Talbot,
279
Scattering,
Connor’s majority in these towns 4,085,
against 0,783 last year.
The towns to hear from gave last year: Con32,904; Talbot, 27,522; scattering, 251 If
these towns come in like the others, allowing
for the fact that the Greenback ticket i8
limited to localities, the aggregate vote will be
about 98,500, of which Connor should have 53,nor

000, Williams 42,000, Mnnson 3500, and Connor’s majority will run up to 7500 against 14,911 last year. In 1875, the last off year, it was
3259.
Senator Blaine’s Estimates.

Augusta, Sept. 10.—Midnight.—The following dispatch has just been sent by Senator
Blaine to

a

James G. Blaine.

Androscoggin County.

Tim
e

While Lewis J. Miller and Jennie Webb were
tiding in Solon, Sunday, the horse took fright
and ran away,
throwing them out. Miss Webb

injured,

and Miller was

“e died
Monday night.
in?./
cierit in the Boston custom
house.

was a

49
126
66
49
89
38

65

4

14
19

30
20
112
14
1

i

1
105
71 116

665
122

462
553
148

162

318

102
292
294
195
160
129
243

76
231
240
105
124
57

158

0

i

3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

66
174
245
94
88
52
163
90
131
558
170

107

n

117

Wiscasset. 203

300

0

178 222

OXFORD COUNTY.
174
227
Bethel. 295
72
96
Greenwood. 100
28
32
Hanover. 31

Norway.

234

Oxford. 200
Paris. 447
Rumford. 161
Woodstock.156

259
144
237
98
29

1
2
2
3

216
152
356
128
103

Hampden.........

445
138
393
219
154
362

Newport.

278

215
Hermon..
Lincoln. 217
Oldtown. 400
Orono. 272
Veazie. 7 (

1

200
157
187
61
40
276
128
136
111
210
194
91

1011
156
75
205
137
136
193
143

maj80
232
307
173
66

157

86

Aroostook County.
Houlton, Sept. 10.—The entire Republican
county ticket is elected by from 300 to 400 majority, except Register of Deeds for the southern district.
Houlton gave Connor 59 majority.

Bangor, Sept. 10.—Representative Powers
telegraphs the Whig as follows from Aroos.
took: "The county has given Connor a handsome majority and elected all the Republican
county ticket, unless it be Register of Deeds,
by from 300 to 500 majority. We have also carried every Representative district this side of
Madawaska. It is the most thorough Republican victory for years.”
Franklin County.

Farmington, Sept. 10.—Connor has probably carried this county by a small majority.
Four Republican representatives elected.
Hancock County.

Ellsworth, Sept.

10.—Republicans

elect

their entire county ticket in Hancock county by
majorities ranging from 800 to 1200, and probaelect

164
91
15

5

1(2
81
54
63
47
1

30

172 243
17
2
107
41
31
71

59

8i

eight Representatives.
Kennebec County.

Gardiner, Sept. 10.— M. C. Wadsworth. Re*
publican, is elected to the Legislature by a
strong majority. Pittston, classed with Farmingdale and West Gardiner, elected Daniel
H. Moody Republican. Very quiet.
Knox County.
Rockland, Sept. 10.—The election passed off
quietly today and the vote in the city is only
little more than two-thirds of last year. For
Governor Connor has 665; Williams 553. The
vote in favor of the constitutional amendment
relating to municipal indebtedness was almost

unanimous; on that relating to electors vote it
nearly two to one againBt. Both Republi-

was

can representatives are elected.
The Democrats have carried the whole county ticket. As
eight towns are yet to be heard from it is impossible to estimate the majority accurately at
this hour, but it will probably not be far from

450.
Lincoln County.
Damariscotta, Bept. 10.—The Democrats

10
30

i

1

3:
13

82
151
149
90

Bath.1117
Bowdoin.

Bowdoinham.
Phippsburg.
Richmond.
Woolwich.

...

148
301
139
339
161

86

105
121
280

67

0
0
0
0
0

92
220
111
221
101

49

Bingham..

100
46
253
No. Anson. 169
Pittsfield. 215
Solon. 153
Skowbegan. 628
Smithfield. 91

Norridgewock.

105
59
136
257
245
143
238
60

8

60
19
179
125
161
105
429
75

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
57
152
88
Addison.
22
15
Baring. 31

Cherryfield.314

Calais.808
Cutler. 33
Dennysville........ 86
Edmunds... 52

306
514
31
66
40
263
157
116

101
372
130
12
23
181
210
134
173
201
200
165
16

East Machias......178

Harrington.128

Jonesport. 29

Millbndge.101

Lubec....214
Machias.316
Marion... 26

Machiasport.

Marshfield.

63
42

Perry.105

Steuben........151
Trescott. 45
Whitneyville. 53

59
128
274
21

184
38
101
94
24
42

30
72
79
73
57

YORK COUNTY.
735
Biddeford. 965 1047
Kennebunk. 343

No. Berwick. 242
Saco. 889
So. Berwick. 255

259
153
592

1

230
207
601

78
55
116

10

146
54

48
30
92
197
146
94
115
39

62
38
23
22
4
29
168
11

74
17

80
227
90
8
13
145
163
64
83 maj
116
187
161
14
69 maj
26
54
53
49

58

ICO

3

851
150

Washington County.
Calais, Sept. 10.—The election today passed
off quietly in this city and a small vote was
thrown. In Washington county the Republi-

elected both Senators and a full
county
ticket by 300 to 400 majority; also six out of
ten Representatives to the Legislature.
York County.
cans

Biddefobd, Sept. 10.—Returns from eighteen towns in York county, including Biddeford
and Saco, show a Democratic gain over last fall

remaining eight towns will not
materially change the result. The Repnblican
county ticket is probably elected by from 200 to
300 majority, though Cromwell (dem.) for Sen.
The

ator may be elected by

a

small majority.

The

1870.
Q

§
®

H

1877.
»

r

5

711
45

70

052

1

80

99

Auburn.1131
East Livermore,.. 128

332

51

309
11

TWENTY-FOUR

Dep’t,

Office Chief Signal

)

with south and east winds.

President’s Grant’s Letter to Packard.
New York, Sept. 10.—Washington specials
say that as many Ohio Republicans are outspoken in disapprobation of the President’s
Southern policy. Secretary McCrary has forwarded Judge West a copy of Grant’s letter
the first of March last, to Gov. Packard, with
the suggestion that it be puDlisbed. The letter
states that Grant does not believe that
public
opinion will longer support the maintainence
of the state government in Louisiana, by the
use of troops.
The Southern Mail Service.
New York, Sept. 10.—The Attorney General’s decision in favor of the Texas mail contractor, enables every contractor for carrying
mails in the Southern states prior to the rebellion, whose contract was discontinued by the
Postmaster Genera), to demand a month’s pay
on account of service discontinued.
It is
thought that this would require several hundred thousand dollars.
Priest

on

the Public Schools.

New York, Sept. 10.—Rev. Patrick Lemond.
pastor of St. Joseph’s Roman Catholic church
iu Newark, denounced the public schools from
his altar yesterday, threatened parents who
send their children to them, and boasted of the
political influence of the priesthood.

174
420

FOREIGN.

MAINE.

The Turco-Russian War.

Fire.

Norway, Sept. 10.—The dwelling house o
Teter Everett was burned this afternoon. Losi
§500. Insured for §300.
Fatal AccideaU.
Skowhegan, Sept. 10.—Sunday afternoon a
Solon, while Lswis F. Miller and Miss Jennii
becami 1
Webb were out riding the horse
frightened and ran away, throwing them out
badly injuring Miss Webb’s shoulder and in

juring Miller

so

he died last

night. Miller

wai

about 25 years of age and a cletk in the custom
house at Boston. He was spending his vaca
tion at Solon.
Brunswick, Sept. 10.—Joseph Curtis o:

Topsham while working
bridge between Brunswick
afternoon, fell thirty feet to

upon the new iroi
and Topsham thn
the ledge beneath

and was instantly killed.
Biddeford Items.
Biddeford, Sept. 10.—A barn connects
with tLe Warto n’s Hotel at Salmon Falls ir
Hollis was burned today.
John Francisco, an oil dealer in this city, u
missing. He was in Manchester, N. H., Aug

28th]
uiuii

since
j.'

uui

when
pitaj

10

nothing

has been heard of

Quopouiiiui

MARINE NEWS.
Schooner at Auction.
wrecked
Portsmouth, Sept 10. —The
schooner Clara J, Adams was sold at anction
this afternoon for §1,440.50 to Mr. Dewey, of

THE INDIANS.
The Noble Conduct of a Savage Chief.
New York, Sept. 10.—A Fort Ellis, Montana, letter gives the details of an Indian attack on an excursion party, hitherto briefly reported, The letter states that White Bird gave
the captured men and women shelter, and
pleaded with his comrades for their lives.
When the Indian council by a vote of three to
two, decided to release them, White Bird excitedly urged them to an immediate and rapid
flight, and himself conducted them a mile
from the hostile camp. One of the excursionists was shot, but his lifewrs spared by the payAnother was led out to be shot,
ment of §160.
when remembering that the Nes Perces were
Komanists be crossed himself as he knelt to be
shot, and the Indians immediately released
him.
Mr. Welsh and the Indians.
Washington, Sept. 10.—Wm. Welsh, chairman of the committee on Indian affairs
appointed by the Episcopal church, in a letter to
his fellow committeemen, favors the organization of an independent Indian bureau to have
the entire charge of Indian affairs.
Despatch from Gen. Howard.
Gen. Howard’s despatch of the 27th to Gen.
Sherman, says: You misunderstood me. I never flag.
It was the command including the
most energetic young officers that were worn
out and weary by a must
extraordinary march.
You need not fear for the campaign, Neither
nor
Gen.
McDowell
can
you
doubt my pluck
and energy. My Indian scouts are on the heels
of the enemy.
My supplies have just come,
and we move in the morning and will continue
to the end.
_

£ E

NEXT

>
Officer, Washington, D.C.,
Sept, 11, (1 A. M.J)
For New England,
and the Middle States, stationary or falling
barometer, warmer, cloudy and rainy weather,

A

loads which had been removed from the vessel
had been attached on account of salvage.

mixed tickets.

THE

HOURS.

War

236 289

334

FOR

2

Sagadahoc County.

Somerset County.
Skowheoan, Sept 10.—In Somerset county
but few towns are hard from. The probability
is that the Republican ticket is elected by a
fair majority. There were four regular aud five

METEOROLOGICAL.
NDICATIONS

the house of J. S. Winslow & Co., Portland,
purchasing for the same former owners. Her
cargo of Cumberland coal remaining on board,
some 400 tons were sold for §115. Three car-

Bath,
10.—The
Sept.
Sagadahoc
Repcblicau
officers
are
all
county
as
also the entire delegation to the
elected,
Legislature. John H. Kimball, Republican
representative from this eity, is elected by 156
majority. Very light vote.

William Converse, was killed.
The authorities of Wt stchester sent assistance, and two
outlaws were captured.
Detectives discovered
notorious city criminals traveling disguised as

17

SOMERSET COUNTY.
Moscow.

They Turn Train-Wrecker*.
Some trampB wrecked a freight train between
Malveston and Frazier’s station recently, and
attempted to plunder the cars. During a fight
with the train hands, one of the latter, named

tramps.

674 399

626 1

laws raided on the farmers who tried unsuccessfully to drive them off. Policemen and citizens
from Lancaster went to their assistance, when
the tramps opened fire with pistols. The polioe
charged them and the tramps retreated, leaving
five wounded. A farmer named Powers was
fatally shot.
They Board the Train*.
Forther along the Pennsylvania railroad
ttamps boarded a freight train and threatened
to take possession. Detectives from Columbia
hastened to the scene and captured eight out
laws, but they subsequently broke jail.
They .Torn Highwaymen.
Milton Gramm, a prominet citizen of Duncannon, was robbed and mutdered by two
tramps as he left the train at Marysville re-

cently.

carry Lincoln county by about 175 majority,
electing every officer and probably two out of
six representatives.
Republicans elect three;

of 395.

1

6
104
12

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

WALDO COUNTY.
276
Wlnterport.375 181

bly

G4
30
30
158
97

Columbia, Pa,, Sept. 10.—Vigilants are organizing against the tramps who are bold, numerous and troublesome.
At Grayhill’s woods,
near Lancaster, recently, nearly a hundred out-

2

Dr. James Bozeman, assistant state treasurer of Georgia,.died yesterday.
The London Times thinks that a further advance in bank rates is probable soon.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush corn meal to G

W True & Co.

Hostou Block market.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Sept. 10 ]
1 Boston & Maine Railroad.
90}
5 Boston & Maine Railroad..
91
150 Eastern Railroad. 4
Portland, Saco & Portsmout Railroad.GO}® 65
Eastern Railroad (new bends). 50} @51
New York Stock and Nsnar market.
New York, Sept. 10—Evening.—Money at3@4
per cent, on call Sterling Exchange 482} ® 483 for
days and 485} @ 486 for demand.
Gold sold throughout the day at 103} @ 103}, and
closed at 103}. The carrying rates were 1 @ 4 per
Tho clearings were S14.557.000.
cent.
The Customs receipts to-day were $505,000.
The treasury
disbursements were $87,000 lor interest and $180,000
for bonds. Governments steady.
The following were the closing quolations'of Government securities:
United States 6s,1881 reg...
If 9}
United States 6s,* 1881, conp.
110}
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, reg.’.'.’.'.’.’.'.105*
United States new 4)s, coup.105}
United States new 4is, reg.106
United States'! per cents.
'.".102}
United States 1867. reg.107}
United States 1867, coupon...
107}
United States, 1868, coup...
’l09}
Unitod States new 5’s reg...'’*107}
United States new 5s, coup.
1071
United States 10-40’s, reg.".’.’"”107}
United States 10-40s, coup..,..
"lost
Curtencv 6’s.... 122}
otOCKS

t

following

were

the

closing quotations of

Morris & Essex.
80
Western Union Telegraph Co..823
Pacific
New York

Mail...
Central & Hudson R R.....

243

.*.*.*.’.'.'.1033

Erie. 12|

Erie preferred...

224

Michigan Central... 5J8
Panama.
,,,110
Union Pacific Stock, ..
69?
Lake Shore....
..... 64?
Illinois Central... 705
Pittsburg R. 82
Chicago & Northwestern.
344
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 623
Rock island.
100?
New Jersey Central. 18?

Paul nreferred......7,. ..*‘.‘.‘.7.*.\\\\\1'.!’.674
Alton. 854
Chicago & Alton preferred.1014
Fort Wayne. 91
Ohio & Mississippi.
6J
Delaware & Lackawanna. 57
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.22
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st,.. 113
Guaranteed.
124
Central Pacific bonds.
inr.l
union Facinc,..
Lanrl Grants...104

St.

Chicago

Sinking Funds...94

The Raid (he Farmer*.

22
11

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Foxcroft. 212

reverted to the scenes of the war and an incident at Cedar Mountain came to my mind, it
was a fought engagement and for a time we
could not tell how it would end. We) who
were in command, determined that if a certain
movement resulted in one way we would give
certain orders, but if it resulted otherwise different order would he given.
With our field glasses we were watching the
course of things, and all at once I saw a commotion in the thickest of the fray.
The artillery had got to work and were throwing shells
fast and with unerring aim into the solid ranks
of the enemy. Heads were blown from their
bodies, arms and legs torn from their sockets
and souls sent to one world or the other all unprepared, ana yet I rejoiced and congratulated
my fellow officers that we were victorious.
How conld this be? Why was it? It was because we were at war.
That one word solved in my mind the problem of the South. The people there were at
war. There was a conflict going on.
The social and political relations of the people were
not natural, not harmonious.
There were disturbing elements among them and while they
existed or were unduly active there would be a
conflict. Let the causes of the conflict be removed and there will be peace and ultimately
harmony and prosperity.
Bat, said the reporter, we do not see much
disposition in the South to manifest a loving
temper tawards us of the North.
The President mildly retorted: How do yon
know? Yon form youropinion, no doubt, from
reading the papers, bat the editors of newsparepresent the popular, gennerjiiln pot alwavs
eral
feeling of the people, either in drill or south.
I think most of the people of the South, as I
know they are in they are in the North, are
more disposed to encourage fraternal, harmonious social relations than the extremists, who,
unfortunately, too often get control of the
newspapers, but leven these, or most of them,
win come around an nguc in time.

00

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Brewer.....
Carmel.
Dexter.
Dixmont..
Etna.

nor

TRAMPS ON A STRIKE.

90
221
192
170
114
85
188
181
131
183

ocrats.

hurt so

He

247 89

H9
211
197

Eastport.408

<*o. Whim

33._

70
65
184
50

149
137
180
13
37
37
105
192

Lewiston, Sept. 10.—Androscoggin, except
three towns, gives Connor 2146; 'Williams 1599;
Munson 953, and electa all the Republican Senators and count; ticket by about 900 plnrality>
and eight Republicans to one Greenback Representatives. All the Republican candidates for
Representatives in Lewiston and Aubnrn are
elected. This county is the headquarters of the
Greenback party, which has carried a large
vote, a majority of which comes from the Dem-

20th prize has four ties to shoot
wtfs

401

37

75

114
146
679

Augusta, Sept. 10,1877.

To Eon. R. C. McCormick, Washington:
The indications from the returns received up
to this hour, 11 o’clock, point to a majority of
8000 to 10,000 for Governor Connor over Mr.
Williams, the regular Democratic candidate.
Some 3000 votes at least have been thrown for
Mr. Munson, the Greenback candidate, drawn
from both parties.
The Republicans have
probably elected 29 of the 31 state senators, and
fully two-thirds and possibly three-fourths of
the House of Representatives.
It looks as
though we had carried every county in the
state except two. Will telegraph you if further

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

highest count

699
171

79
9

friend in Washington:

ARfiSlft MVatut' (Pj?1 Robbins'
J'P‘Wa"e^

52

172

144
133
170
62
106
331
261
264

COUNTY.
406
465

Bangor.2089 1732

Last year same towns gave,

Democrats gain three Representatives in the
county, and possibly four.

andVJ.niPl>?iceaDd
The

249
78
55
81

Newcastle. 289
Noblehoro. 151
Waldoboro. 277

147
13

Independents 1.

The Fishery Commission.

Aina.
Boothbay.
Bristol.......
Damariscotta.
Dresden.. ....

mi

(Signed)
What the Turks and Russians are Fight,
ing for.—Ic mast then be
tally understood that

1

^409 _241
*77
146

Edgecomb.
Jefferson....

Talbot,

This is a copy of a letter written by a Portland boy who is up in the country: Billy, why
don’t you write me a letter. I am having a
bully time, but I have to go ro und on crotches,
for a hoss rake fell off a hay mow on to me
and spraint my legs.
A boy from Bangor
named Hookey boards where I do, an me an
him go round together and have a good time.
We catch frogs down in a brook and throw em

171

LINCOLN COUNTY.

The Greenback Party Polls

of

It is stated as a solemn (truth that Indians
never kiss their wives.
Ah, human nature is
the same whether under a white or copper

142
Gardiner. 714
Hallowell. 428
Vassalboro...

KNOX
Camden.490
Rockland.1032 j
So. Thomaston.206
Thomaston.211

Hawkeye.

j.ne use oi

130
102
454
76
233
101
76
97
6

119
Winslow. 238
Winthrop. 363 L192

over

that awful field was a
deaf chromo man
in the wild, fierce delirium of the lock-jaw.—

Fayette.-

Wayne.!’....'!!."!

couple of lightning-rod men and a
ohromo man, who would talk the invaders to
death. Then Burlington just got up and went
the river and hid in the woods until the
sounds of carnage Idled away. And as the
pale moon rose up slowly and calmly sbe
looked down and saw the cold corpses of seven
sewing-machine agents and two lightning-rod
men, while the only creature that roamed

340
135
86
160

127
116

176
150
225
84
38
305
185

Benton. 157
Clinton.... 209
Farmlngdale. 113

Legislature

39

58mai
155

53

Augusta.1044
Belgrade. 165

Seven Massachusetts sewing-machine agents
agentsjinvaded this county

cut-throats, nor bandits. Yet they
aud tacitly opprove them if
see these things
Why is it and
they do nyt take part in them.
how long will they continue?
While thinking these questions over my mind

194

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
815 565
754

mule.”

and fourteen book
one day last week.

1!6

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Farmington.
Phillips.
Strong.

Somesyille.
So. West Harbor...
Verona. 14

by the Republicans.

2

212

HANCOCK COUNTY.
182
Bluehill.253 120
320
63
Brooklin...119

lady

Cincinnati, Sept. 10.—The correspondent of
the Evening Times who interviewed President
Hayes while en route to Fremont, asked the
President how he came to construct his policy
which was seemingly so at variance with his
recent views while on the stump in his last gubernatorial oampaign, or did it grow upon him
seemed to require.
gradually as circumstances
The President replied as follows: Well those
in
form
the words of
take
to
views began
my
I considered the situaletter of acceptance,
tion of things in the South; X saw how
order, peace and
impossible it seemed to lestoreand
X saw violence
bloodshed at
harmony.
their elections, how white Republicans as well
as black were shot down during their political
contests, and I asked myself why is it and how
Those men down
long must this couliDue.
South (the white eduoated citizeos) are as good
They are Christians not
evan as you or X,

53

shooks and heads at 31c; Brig Frontier, hence to
with small sugar shooks and heads at
30c and back from Navassa to Kootbbay with Guano
at $3 per ton; Sehr Grace Webster to
Martinique
shooks and heads at 28c and back from Navassa to
Wilmington, Guano at $2 50 per ton. Coastwise,
Schrs Lizzie Wilson loads plaster at Windsor, N. S.,
for Alexandria at $150; Cassia
Jameson, ice in Kennebec to Baltimore or Philadelphia at 60c per ton;
Teluma do to New York at 60c; Oliver Dyer and
Pearl, hence to New York with lumber at $150 per
M; Brig Serena P. Smith and Schr Wm. Connors,
sugar to New York at 90c per hhd.

Martinique

cy.

189
58
35
37

58maj

HATES.

How He Happened to Hit upon the Poli-

65

2066 2037

Bar

Little

120
64 219

thieves,

279
107
252
268
251
182

Wilton. 251

of

PRESIDENT

5

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
Baldwin. 153 144
2maj
328 258
2
Bridgton. 436 293
419
383 299
Brunswick. 561
439
489
Elizabeth....
225
323
Cape
438
238 350
5
Deering. 436
189
107 117
Falmouth. 187
190
281 116
Freeport. 383
354
368 317
Gorham. 433
268
Gray. 190
145
Harrison. 149
Naples. 108

1

67
161
36

59
775
93
90
90

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
119
Fort Fairfield.214 142 87
178
246
Houlton.290
75
69
Linnens. 76
32
64
Littleton. 71
51
56
Monticello. 71
52
31
New Limerick. 42

Yarmouth. 256

homely

a

111
1205
150
136
153
190
72

Lisbon. 312
Leeds. 159
Minot. 231
Turner.. 279
Webster. 110

Harpswell.

Gov. Connor Reelect-

and I’ll say to Julia: ‘Did you
ever Bee such a horrid old fright as she looks in
that wrapper?’ And then Julia she’ll say:
‘The idear of anybody having false teeth filled!’
lot of

Re-

publican Victory.

piece,

And then I’ll say:

Election.

3reene. 154
Lewiston.1400

TAB BULGARIAN CAMPAIGN.
The gitnntion Around Biela.
London, Sept. 10.—The Daily News correspondent, under date of Biela, Saturday noon,
says:
‘‘We broke np camp at Baritzka at sunrise
this morning and marched direct to Biela in
hopes of being able to reach Girvpgen by Biela,
the Eustchnk road and Prygos ferry.
I rode
among the foreposts down the valley at the
Baintzka Lom to Buzeovatza.
I found the town deserted except by a few
Cossacks, who reported that the Turks had
taken the Damoglia part of the road and occupied Pyrgos, breaking up the ferry communications, turning back to Briela to make the
trip by way of Simnitza. I found the (confirmation of this unwelcome tidings and also the
fact that the Czarewitch who had been at
Kaprivitza on the Barretza Lom, whither he
had retired from Ivopace when it became impossible to hold Polomarka and Gamhrova was
expected at Biela this afternoon.
The town is
full of troops who are bivouacked about in the
immediate neighborhood.
Supply trains are
Some are retiring as far
crossing the bridge.
as Pavlo.
The army of the Czarewitch will
hold tne line of the Yaatra near Biela with the
13th corps.
As far as I can learn the eleventh corps still
holds position east of Tirnova.
The twelfth
corps has retired across the Bieta andJEustchuk
road, holding Tersteink and Metalkan.
The
Metalkan. The camp at Tersenk has been fortified within the past few days, and is situated
on a hill overlooking the Danube.

Providence Print Cloths Market.
Providence, E. X., Sept. 10.—The Printing cloths
market Is unchanged.
market..
Sept. 10-Fvening.—Cotton is iirm:
sales 1,355 bales: middling upland at 11 3-16c' New
Orleans at115-16c; futures are in moderate business, closing easy at 10 @ 13 points decline.
Flour
—receipts 17,155 bbis: market less active, scarcely so
firm :prices without decided change;sales 17,800 bbis:
No 2 at 3 50 ® 4 50; Superfine Western and State at
4 80 ® 5 40;common to good extra Western and State
5 fiO ® 6 00; good to choice Western and State 0 05
® 6 40; common to choice White Wheat Western extra at 6 45 ® 7 00; Fancy White Wheat Western extra at 7 05 @ 8 25: common to good extra Ohio at
5 00 ® 7 50: common to choice extra St T.onis at 5 75
®850; Patent Minnesota extra good to nrime at
7 50 ® 8 90: choice to double extra at 8 95 ® 10 00.
Wheat—receipts 199,988 hush; 'snot Spring to-dav is
shade lower and moderately active: Winter grades
scarce and stronger: futures dull and lower: sales of
226.000 hush, including 74,000 bush : 1 37 ® 1 38 for
No 2 Chicago: 1 39 for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 30 ® 1 45
for ungraded Winter Ked and Amher; 1 43 ® 1 44 for
for Winter Bed: 1 41 for No 1 do; 1 43 for No 2 Win
ter Amher: 1 44 for New York No 3 White: 1 50 ®
1 55 for White State; 1 26 for No 2 Chicago October:
1 35$ @ 1 35$ for No 2 Winter Bed.
Bye is quiet and
firm. Bariev and Barley Malt is quiet.
Corn—receipts 388,124 hush; the market is stronger and active
mainly for No 2; sales 414,000 bnsb, including 270.Domestic

New York.

000 busli spot;

55®E9Jc

for

ungraded

Western
Mixed, tnclndlng hot to choice High Mixed: 58c for
New York No 3: 53 ® 53$c for steamer Mixed: 59 ®
591c for New York No 2, closing 591c: 65c for New
York No 2 White: 58$c for steamer Mixed Sentember,
closing at 58c bid and 59c asked; 59$c for No 2 Sent,
closing at 59$c bid, 59$c asked. Oats—receipts 77.438 bush; the market is firmer: sales 65.000 bush ; 32
® 40c for Mixed Western and State: 34® 44c for
White Western and State, including New York No
3 at 33® 331c; New York No 2 at .34® 345c: New
York No 2 White at. 38c;New York No 1 at
35!c:New
York No 1 Whito at 4?* (3) 43c; extra at 36*c; extra
White at 44c; Mixed Western 32 @ 39c; White do at
36 ® 43$c: No 1 to arrive soon 35$.
Freights to Liverpool—the marketia steady; Cotton
per steam $d; Wheat per steam 9$ @ lOd.

CniP4.o, Sept. 10.—Flour firm. Wheat quiet and
firm: No 2 Spring at 112$ cash: 1 06$ ® 1 06$ seller
1 02$ ® 1 02$ for October. Oats is active
and firm at 46c cash: 45$c for October.
Oats in fair
demand at 24$ ® 24Jc cash. Bariev is heavy at
66$
Pork fairlv active at 12 65 cash and October.
Lard
is active and firm: market appears cornered: quoted
at 8 90 cash and October: 8 17$ ail vear. Bulk Meats
are fairly active: shouldertSS; clear rib at
7$c: clear
sides at 7$c. Whiskey at” 09.
Freights—Corn to Buffalo 3.
■Receipts—7.500 bbis flour, in.000 hushlwheat, 265.090 bush corn. 91,000 busb oats, 15.000 bush of rye,
fiflrt Knoll Knrlnw

September:

Shipments—5.500 hhls flnur,1)7,000 hush wheat,166,oon hush enrn.£44,000 bush oats, ,13000 bush barley,
353 hnata rye.
At the afternoon call of the board Wheat closed
at 1 05| (3) 1 05} seller September:
oi? (a> 1 01? seller
October. Corn |c lower. Oats unchanged. Pork at
12 72} seller October.
Lard at 8 92} @ 8 95 Oct.
Toledo. Seot. 10.—Ftour’is firm. Wheat steady;
No 3 White Wabash held at 1 41; No 1 White Michigan at 1 42; extra White Michigan 1 44;AmberMlchigan on spot at 132; seller for September at 1 26}:
No 2 Red Winter on spot at. 1 32: seller September at
1 25}; do October at 1 22. Corn dull; rejected at 48}.
Oats quiet; No 2 at 28c.
Receipts—850 bbls flour, 74,000 bush wheat, 65,000
bnsh Com. 5.000 bnsb Oats.'OO Barley.
Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 57,000 bnsh Wheat, 8,000 bnsh Corn. 00,000 bnsh Oats.
At the afternoon call of the board. Wheat closed
dull: Amber Michigan on spot 1 31J offered; 1 32 and
asked; seller for September 1 25} @ 125}: No 2 Red
Winter on spot at 1 32: seller September at 1 24}: for
seller October 1 20}. Corn dull; High Mixed 49}; Np
2 September 49c; Oct at 49}c.
Cleveland. Sept. 10.—The Petroleum market is
unchanged at 12Jc for standard White.
Savannah, Sept. 10.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at 10 7-16c.
Wilmington, Sept. 10,-Cotton steady; Middling

uplands atl0}c.
Norfolk, Sept. 10.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands at logo.
Memphis, Sept. 10.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands at 10}c.
Galveston,Sept. 10.-Cotton Is firm;Middling up-

lands at 10}c.
New York. Sept. 10.—Cotton is firm; Middling
uplands at ll}c.
New Orleans, Sept. lO.-Cotton is firm ;Middling

uplands at 10}c.
Mobile, Sept. 10.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands
10|c.
Charleston, Sept. 10.—Cotton is firm and in fair
demand; Middling aplands at lOjjc,
Augusta, Sept. 10.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands at 10}c.
Philadelphia, Sept. 10.—Cotton is quiet; middling uplands at 118c.
Louisville, Sept. 10.—Cotton is steady; Middling
uplands 10 @ 10}c.
Baltimore, Sept. 10.—Cotton is firm; Middling
uplands at 11 3 l-16c.
Cincinnati, Sept. H.—Cotton is Bteady; Middling
uplands 1 (JJc.
Those interested in medical science will be
pleased to know that HUNT’S REMEDY cures
Kidney, Binder, Glandular and Bright’s Disease,
Gravel, Diabetes, and Mental and Physical Debility.
HUNT’S REMEDY cures Dropsy and all Disease of
the Kidneys, Bladder, and Urinary Organs.
Clarke’s Toothache Drops cure instantly.

septH

T,Th,S&w
MARRIED.

In this city, Sept. 8, by Rev. Dr. (Jarrutbers, Chas.
Henry Dickson and Fannie E. Kelsey, both of Port-

land.
In

Biddeford, Sept.

Pitts or Portland
deford.

0. by Rev. G.
and Mrs. Lydia A.

In Lewiston, Sept. 8, by Rev. S.
W. Woodbury and Miss Nellie

Lewiston.

F. Cobb, John
Gilbert of Bid-

F. Wetberbee, Jos.
F. Briggs, both of

INDIA.
DIED.
The Prospect Greatly Improved.
10.—The Times' Calcutta dtsIn this city, Sept. 10, Mary J. Clark, daughter of
patch of yesterday says the weather reports of
the late Francis Clark, aged 49 years 4 months.
the past week are decidedly cheering. All the
[Funeral services Tuesday atternoon at 3 o’clock,
Madras districts had some rain, in
many parts
at No, 170 Franklin street.
it was heavy. There has also been rain in BenIn Deering, Sept. 9, Mr. Otis Cobb, aged 78 years
gal, Siende, Mysore and the central provinces.
and 4 months.
!
services this afternoon at 24 o’elnoh- a)
The prospect in Punjanbhas greatly
improved. hisTFuneral
late residence in Deering.
The situation in the northwest provinces and in
In North Yarmouth, Sept. 10, Seth S. Lufkin,
Oade is still critical. The districts dependent
aged
81 years 9 months. |
on the southwest MoDson now have a fair
prostFuneral services Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
for
later
This is checking the orpect
crops.
at the Church.
Relatives and friends are invited to
ders for the delivery of grain in October and
attend.
In Kennebunkport, Sept. 9, Thomas Martin, aged
May because of the crisis there in consequence
M
77 years,—a native of South Caroliua.
of deficient imports.

London, Sept.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Solelioe & Son’s silk factory in Paterson N.
has
made
an assignment.
J.,
Liabilities sario

000; assets $75,000.
Frances

Curley,

DEPARTURE OF MTEAMSniPS.
FAMES

FROM

DB AT

FOB

Montana.New York. .Liverpool... .Sept 11
Victoria.. .......Boston..
.Liverpool ....Sept xl
Bothnia.. ...New York. .Liverpool. ...Sept 12
Pereire..New York. .Havre.Sept 12
Columbus.New York. .Havana. Sept 12

Sell Empsror, Webber, Bangor.
Sch Terrapia, Wooster. Calais for New York.
Sch Jessie Hart, 2d, from Rockport bound South.
Sch Celestia, Reed, Westport for Boston.
Sch C D Oliver, Jewett, with 25 bbls mackerel.
CLEARED.
Ship Detroit, Blanchard, New York—Albeit Mar-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

w

Brig Hiram Abiff, Brown, Wiscasset Ryan &
Kelsey.
Sch Mary S Bradshaw, Van Gilder, Philadelphia—
Sch Hibernia, (Br) Coggins, Westport, NS—master.
Sen Wm H Boardman, Richardson, Oat ait—W H

NEW AUTUMN

Preble.
Sch Marion P Champlin, Freeman, Calais—Ryan &

Official despatches confirm the report that
15.000 Mexican troops are forwarded to the
Eio Grande.
It is reported that Eussell & Co.
of New
York are swindling the soldiers in the
territories by selling them spurious
lottery tickets.

FINANCIAL AND

COMMERCIAL.

Portland Wholesale Market.
Monday, September 10.—The markets aro quiet
to-day and show little or no change. Sugars are
very strong at lljc tor granulated and 10(c lor Extra
C. Com is in fair demand at G5e for car lots and 67c
for bag lots and 63c lor meal. Oats are
oflerlng
quite freely at 45c. Flour is now selling well and tbe
supply is fair. Pork and Lard is dull and unchanged.
FREIGHTS—The business in freights has
notably
improved tbe last week and we have tbe following
engagements to note: Ship J. B. Brown to load
with grain at Philadelphia lor Bellast or Dublin at
6s 3d; Bark Darlug, hence to Irvine,
Scotland, deals
at 70s; Brigs Martha A. Berry and
Merrlwa, to Matanzas or Cardenas with cooperage, round sum
$1500
gold ;SehrGeorgo Walker, lienee to Matauzaawitb

York—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch Arrival, Farnbam, Boothbay—D Choate.

EX. A. Laml3, AX. 3D.,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

for New

NOW OPENED

[FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.!
Ar at Now York 10th, ship Sumner R Mead, Dixon
Greenock; sch Walter L Plummer, Dublin.
Ar at Trieste 8th, barque Ralph M Heyward, from
New York.
Sid tm Liverpool 8th. ship F R Hazeltine, Herriman. New York; Eliza McNeil, Jordan, do.
Cld at Cardiff 8th, ship Gatherer, Thompson, for

—

AT

No. 337 CoDgieu Street.
our best citizens assure us that Dr.
Lamb never fails in effecting a permanent cure in
he severest forms of Erysipelas and every form ot
Scrofula. Rheumatism, Salt Rheum, and all Diseases
if the Skin that affect the human family.
dly
July 30
Many of

—

Eastman Bros’.

Hong Kong.

Sept 6, lat 43 30, Ion 64 W, barque Carrie E Long,
from Portland for Buenos Ayres.

309 Cumberland, Cur. of Elm St#

MATT-ADAMS,
Constable
Coroner

Congress St.

sndtf

sept3

Charles Grimmer,
TEACHER OF

VIOLIN AND in, ETC.,

NOVELTIES

I?lr. C. E. WATKINS, one of the Best
Mediums off ihe 19ih Century, may be found
at 407 Cumberland Street, corner ot Mechanic, for a
few weeks.
eep4d2w

TURNER BROS.,

Walter Palmer

will open today flic finest line of

they have

Mtra

iowuttuu,

Bristol.
Passed through Hell Gate 8th, sch Rival. Dunton,
Now York for Boston; Red Jacket, Kendall, Poughkeepsie for do.
Cld 8th, barque T K Weldon, Goudy, Boston; SGh
Fred Smith, Brown, Demarara and Barbadoes; Citj
of Chelsea, GoodwlD, St Kitts; M C Hart, Brown,
Fernandina.
fcSTONINGTON—Ar 8th, sch Texas, Sellers, Bangoi
PROVIDENCE—Sid 9th, 6Ch Maggie Todd, Norwood, New York.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 8th, sch Susan Ross, Haskell,
New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 6th, brig Abby Thaxtei
Veazie, Philadelphia for Bangor; J Whitehouse. I'm
Amboy for Boston; Convoy, and Catawamteak, New
York for do; Lucy M Collins,
Curtis, Philadelphia
for Bath.
Sid, schs Olive Avery, Gustie Wilson. Gentile, Carrie Belle, Chromo,
Texas, Kosciusko. Idaho, William
Connors, Olive Branch, Frank Herbert, R H Colson,
Paragon, E M Branscomb, Susan, A S Emery.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 8th, schs Eliza Matilda,
from Boston for Saco; Stately, do for Ellsworth; E G
Buxton, Gardiner for Boston; E A Elliott, Winierport for do; Radiant. Blnehill for do; Ellsworth, fm
Boothbay for do; A J Williams, Dover for do; Bramhall, Philadelphia for Portland; Hattie Turber, trorn
Wilmington lor Kennebunkport; Panama, Ellsworth
tor Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 8th, schs S L Burns,Crosby, Sydney,
CB; Swallow, Carlow, Calais; Arboreer, Clark, Ellsworth ; Mars Hill, Bowden, do; Polly, Delano, from
Franklin; Freeport. Peabody, Jonesport; Lilian,
Ryan. Belfast; E A Elliott. Sproul, Bath.
Ar 9th, schs Helen Maria, Look. Glace Bay; Delia
Hinds, Hodgdon, Calais; Kioka, Rogers, and Parallel, Rice, Machias; Advance, Waldron, fm Bangor;
Solon, Perry, Rockland; Herald, Frisbie, and War

Eagle, Frisbee, Wiscasset;

PLAIN i ORNAMENTAL PLASTERER
201

offered at the

Black and Colored Timming'^Silks
and Velvets.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

!

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which
the Daily Press mav always be found.

Turner Bros.,

AUBUBN'
Elm House, Court. St. W. S. A A. Young

Proprietors.

COR. COMESU ELM STS.

AUGUSTA.
Stale SI.,

Augusta House,
Proprietor.

Demoresi’s

sep5

tor.

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. H. D. Parker Jb

FOR SALE.

Co., Proprietors.

Municipal

6s
7s
7s
6s and 7s

Cuyahoga County, Ohio
Equitable Trust Company
Maine Central Railroad
~

9th, schs Mary E Gage, Smith,Calais; Prospect,
Conary, Bluehill lor Perth Amboy; Mary E Rice,
Kent, Bangor for Long Island,
BEVERLY—Ar 8th, sch John Boynton, Verrill,
Calais.
Ar

St. James Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Proprl
etor.

Tremout House, Tremont
Gurney A Co. Proprietors.

also

Biddeford Municipal
Saco Municipal

Sid 1st, sets Madagascar,
Robbins, Calais; 5tb,
Ontario, Lunt, do.

Proprietor.

than

CORNISH.
Cornish House,M. K.Daris, Proprietor

securities.

Samoset

DAMARISCOTTA MILLS.
House, Trask Bros. Proprietors

York via Cadiz.

Sid fm London 7tli inst, ship
for
Imperial, Crosby,
J
New York.
Ar at Pictou, NS, 6th inst, sch J S
Pike,
Robinson,
Boston.
Ar at St John, NB, Sept 8, sch John A
Lord, Thomas, New York.

Swan

Sid fm Sourabava Julv 4. Niphnlnn

TTmvor

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor

Importers ot

OIACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.
HILL BRIDGE.
Atlantic

Bourbon & Bye Whiskeys.

prietor,

1.1>. Richards & Sons.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C' S. Bailey A Co. P

prietors.

jylQ

BOSTON,

MASS.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

sneod3m

OYSTERS.
want OYSTERS in Large
order of

you

TIJIMONS

&

or

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, IT. Hubbard, Proprietor

Small Lots
PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

HAWES,

Wholesale Oyster Dealers,
Shippers and Planters, Stores Nos. 119 Commercial
Street, and 15 and 16 Market Square.
JS?"AU orders promptly filled at Lowest Market
Prices.
scpt3dsiitf

ALII

etor.

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Heselton. Pi sortetor.

GRASS SEED !

FORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St.

In JB1WS.

Monday, Sept.

IO.

ARRIVED.
Sell Sammy Ford, Allen, Dorchester, NB, for New
York.
Soli Oriental, Conley, BlueUill—mackerel to Dan
& Co.

Kendall &

peculiar to the female organization are
cured secundem na-

Whitney.

ORGANS.

DISEASES

in all forms treated with success and nartienlnr nftention paid to diseases of the ear and eye, throat

and lungs.
Patients visited at their homes and treated when
desired.
Office hour* from 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 5 P. M.
sepll
eodtf

srKCUL

INVESTMENTS.

BOIIRER’S

Automatic

WE OFFER FOR SALE

Notice to Consumers

Hand

Piano

OF

Guide,

Portland Municipal

6s
6s
7s

,

Mortgage,

Win. G. Twombly’s Piano Warerooms, 156 Exchange St.

KOTzicHMAR,

H.

Moulton,

Mole

Agent
sep4 dim

Exchange St.sniltf

for

tlie

Mtate

of

iflaiue.

For the convenience of our customers,
opened an office at

choice

78

Coffees, Teas, Spices,
Pickles,

BONDS

Extracts,
Groceries, &c.

15 Union St.,
MANUFACTUBEBS Sc JOBBER*.
sept4
dlw

Randall & McAllister,
I

“ZEPHYRUS”
are now

mj$6

Prc»s .lob Office.

at

Low

at

convey parties
at reasonable rates. Apply

ready to

wor

Price

iu

<

ond how to get there,
PERSONS
N. S.
by calling

ami

on

man.

change St.

*&.*

''A

V

r‘

*

;

CARDINEK, 28 ExlepJdlw

atf

r

rile Portland

(

ells five boxes ol

Kindling Wood Co.

dling

__dtl

Florida!

who want to know all about Florida
can get full particulars

JOB
at the

the

Kay
No. 11 Commercial Wharfor;219Brackett street

!'

hueod:

“RAY,”

to any resorts in

jul

Street.

The Place to get flrst-clnim

PRINTING, and

ieinity

BROKERS,

AM)

GO COMMERCIAL ST.

win

Pleasure Wagons.

H.M.Payson&Go

Office.

HARD AND SOFT, WOOD.

1 orest

by

Post

Purchasers can order their coal from this office, an l
avoid the dust and mud ot Commercial Street, and
at the same time be sure of bottom prices.
We have on hand a large stock, selected from the
choicest Coals mined for domestic use; also

G. W. SIMM k CO.,
Ciiy Mills, 13 aud

or exchanged for other
Securities on the most favorable

have

we

Exchange Street,
Directly Opposite the

Vinegar,

Shelf Goods,

Bought

Exchange

—

Used by the most distinguished Pianists and Piano
Professors of Europe and America* May be seen at

And other tirst-class securities, suitable for investments of July dividends, or to be exchanged for
“called bonds.”

32

S. Alien

TOP and CLOVER.

*’v"

treated, without localizing, and

BANKERS AND

PORT OF PORTLAND.

A.

Proprietor.
Perry’s Hotel,11T Federal St.J.G. Perry
TIMOTHY.
Proprietor.
VAW»*
Uitr Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. Hartin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. H. Shaw A Son, proprietors.
aug30
<lsn2w
Preble House, Congress St.Gibson ACo.,
Proprietors.
ED* B- ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
PTAWflQ
St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Hiddleand Plum
1 111 11UU lias tlie celebrated tVeber Piano, and
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
'Orders for Tuning attended to as I U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
era I Sts. Timothy Wolcott,
Proprietor.
sol,
WEST NEWFIELD.
To Let.
West Newflcld House, R,G, Holmeros,
A PLEASANT Convenient Kent, No. 8 Orange
prielor.
Street. Sebago Water. Apply to
A. C. BARKER,
131 Commercial Street.
sept3sneodtt
RED

minainre Almanac.September II.

MABINE

_

S7 AND S» STATE STREET.

W, ship St Charles,

We would say to the sick and suffering, after you
have exhausted your list of remedies and been treated by many physicians.” and on the verge of despair, come, and he relieved of your sufferings and ye
shall rejoice. The Doctor’s success during the time
he has been in your midst is a sure guarantee of his

5-20

House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

NOBRIDGE WOCK.
Danierth House, D.DanCorth. Proprieto

Goods securely packed and sent to any address.

Hundreds in this city and vicinity are to-day rejoicing, having been restored to health through the
skillful treatment of

67

Proprietor.

SPIRITS AND WINES,
ENGLISH
PORTER AND ALE, and dealers in

If

je29

LINCOLNVILLE.
Beach House, Lincolarille, T. E. Phillips,

dsnCw

I. D. Richards & Sons

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Woodbury

prielor

PORTLAND.

_iy3t

from New York for San Francisco.
Aug 1, lat 23 N, Ion 39, ship W R Grace, Black, fm
New York tor San Francisco.
Aug 33, lat lat 5011N, Ion 4 40 W, ship Harvester,
Bosworth, from Hull for San Francisco.

&

HALLOWELL.
House. Hallowell, IT. Q. Blaltr,

Proprietor.

NOYES,

Exchange St.,

from

Freehold

Higgins A Nona, Prop*

LEWISTON
DeWitt House, Quinby A March, Proprietor.

SPOKEN.
June 16, lat 3 N, Ion 26 W, ship Nearchus, Baxter,

Evansville, Ind.,

H.

BAILEY &

In the Texel Aug 8, Astoria, Potter, Basseiu,

CHRONIC

<•

HI BAH.
Jit. Cutler House,—Ilirani Hatton, Pro

York1111161™
State8lm

turam.

Hallowell

School Books of

Ricbibucto.
Ar at Palermo Aug 21, Welaka,
Perkins, Venice.
Ar at Genoa Aug
26, Ida Lily, Curtis, Philadelphia.
Aug: 22d’ Keglua Tolck» Bay»tor
New
AntWerp 27th| L&thly Rich, Lewis, United

skill.
All diseases

Clark, Proprietor

it may conany combination, and shall sell School Books and School
Stationery at greatly reduced prices.
All persona will find it tor their interest to buy
cern,

Knight, PendletOD,

DR. II. R. THAYER,
Mechanics’ Hall Building.

M. W.

City Hotel.—N.

Hereby wish to notify all parties whom
that they are no longer bound by

John C Potter, Mc-

FOR

Depot,

Merchants’Exchnnge Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. G, Morrill, Proprietor.

BAILEY & NOYES

ProtiVuT

Janeiro; Norris, Barstow, Bombay.
Sid fm Troon 27th, Sarah M
Loring, Loring, for
uemarara.
Sid fm Queenstown 29th, Nellie
Scott, Patterson,

HEALTH

way

ELLSWORTH.

Ar at Liverpool Aug 27, Willie Reed, Yatea, Hath:
30th, Alexander, Ballard, Bangor.
Sid 27th, Bonanza, Dailey, Manila: 29th, George F
Manson, Humphrey, Norfolk.
Cld 27th, Alice Buck, Herriman, Rangoon; Rembrandt, Moody, Sandy Hook.
Cld at Cardiff 27th, Jarius B
Lincoln, Lombard,*
Coquimbo.
Sid fm Penarth 29th, F H
Jennings, Mahoney, Rio

40

sneod3m

bchool Books!

New York.
Ar at Alicante Aug 18, S E
Kennedy, Spaulding,
&
New York.
Ski fin Dunkirk Aug 25th,
Ormus, Shackford, for
New York.

Liverpool for Bombay.
July 23, lat 6 ION, Ion 29

DANYILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Rail-

Barrett,

DEXTER.

bamarang.

Ar at St Helena prev Aug
26,
Clure, from Basseiu tor Channel.
Ar at Leghorn Aug 23, Henry

cb

!$OQ MIPPLESTKEET,

J2

LLatest by European steamers.-!
Cld at London 25th, brig Helen O Phinner, Sylvester. Boston.
Passed Bristol 27th, P C Merriman, Merrimau, fm
Cronstadt.

terms
Sun rises... .5.35 1 High water. 1 05 PM
Sun sets.6.18 | Moon sets. 8.02 PM

St.-Chapin,

BRUNSWICK, ME.
P. A K. Dining Rooms, W. H. Yield,

5s
5s

•

No city in New England stands belter financially
Saco. Its total debt is $15,000, which is but a
little more than one per cent, of its assessed
valuation.
The highest market price paid for Government
Bond* of all kinds in exchange lor the above

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Shanghae July 25, barque Ada Wiswell. Wiswell, unc; and others.
Ar at Malaga Aug 22, brig
Eugenie, Veazie, New

Whit hd

BOLSTER’S MILLS.
Haacock House,! M. Hancock, Proprie-

BONDS
Portland

M.

BATH.
Bath Hotel, C. Ifl. Plummer, Proprietor

d2wsn

Barnes, McKown,

L S

Bath; Alpine, Eaton, do, (see Mem.)
Ar 10th, schs John Wentworth, Clark. Clifton
NB;
Matthew Kinney, Kelsey, Cow Bay; D B Newcomb,
Hickey, Eastport; Crusoe, Bateman, Machias; Exeter. Shaw, Bangor; Ella, Mitchell, Hillsboro.
Cld 10th, schs Farragut, Wyman, for Windsor, NS;
F H Odiorne, Crowell, Baltimore;
George E Young,
Marshall, do.
Katahdin, Coombs, Bangor
for Wilmington, Del; schs Wm Duren,
Doyle, Calais
for New Haven; James R, Foster. Rockland.

MAINE.

will receive prompt and personal attention.
All
work neatly done at low prices, and satisfaction
guaranteed. I have on band a new design of undercut Center Pieces and Brackets, which cannot be
found elsewhere east of New York. These will he
sold at prices to correspond with the times.
Lime,
Cement, Plaster, Mortar,
constantly on hand,
rders from oat of town solicited.
my9d6m

price.

Agency lor Iffadamc
reliable Patterns,

Street,

Whitening, Whitewashing, Coloring and Cementing done to order. Jobbing of all kinds in my line

$2 BLACK SILKS at $1.50

PRICE ONLY

Federal

PORTLAND.

ANOTHER LOT OF

ONE

Dm

P. FEENEY,

Bargains

ever

M.

Treats Chronic and Acute Diseases.
Never fails
any chronic case where a euro is possible, no
difference how many “regulars *’ have failed on it.
No poisons given, nor Incurable cases undertaken.
The sick at a distance can be examined Clair voyantly and treated when desired. Call and see.
8epl0
dlw»

BLACK SILKS I
The best

HULL,

to cure

exhibited.

ever

W.

Magnetic and Botanic Physician, 518 1-9
Congress Wired, Portland.

DRESS GOODS,

Portland; schsWm Connors, French, do; Isabella
Jewett, Evans, from St John, NB; EM Branscomb,
Dodge, do for Newark; Olio, Henderson, Gardiner;
Olive Branch, Whitaker, Ellsworth for Sing Sing;
Ann Stratton, and Chromo, Wooster, Sullivan; A C
Noyes, Baker, Rockport; Mouticello, Morton, Rockland; Nicola, Randall, Windsor, NS.
Ar 8th, schs Susan,Westgat, Boston; Mary L Newton, Boyd, Providence; Geo E Prescott. Guptill, fm
Vinalhaven; Mariel, Anderson. Providence; Sinalao,
Ji.ttl.Uli,

D.

Fall and Winter

Olivo, from Windsor, NS, for Alexandria.
NEW YORK—Ar 7tb, brig S P Smith, Warren

Utmuiu,

•

dim

TEST AND SLATE WBITIN

Cole, Washington.
Ar 8th, sch Laina Cobb, Cobb,
Bangor via Newcastle.
Cld 8th, barque Sarah Hobart, Pinkham, Genoa:
sch Mary E Oliver, Baker, Boothbay; Emma Me Adam, Murch, Fernandina.
Ar at Lewes 8tb, schs Georgia, Coffin. St Martins;

HSU

Middle Street.

Oflice 180

septs

—IN—

BALTIMORE—Cld 8th, schs Jas A Potter, Ogier,
Boston; Elizabeth Do Hart, Low, do.

uvu.ucuu,

County,

STREET.

Service of nrecepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and service* rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hoars.
dtt
janS

Windsor. NS.

7th, fioh

Portland,

Cumberland

for

II »-» EXCHANGE

EASTMAN BROS.,

DOMESTIC FORTH.
PENSACOLA—Ar 4tb, sch Maggie Rivers, Rivers
Galveston.
BRUNSWICK. GA—Cld 3d, sch Post Boy, Robin
aon, Merigonlsb, NS.
SAVANNAH—Cld 8th, sch C W Lewis, Hupper
Darien and Boston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 10th, barque Martha A Me
Nell. Watts, Liverpool.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Cld 7th, sch A Hayford
Dickey, New Bedford.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 6th, sch Loretto Fish
Belano, Portsmouth.
RICHMOND—Ar 7th, sea Bedabedec, Titus, from

old

for
A\D

Barque T

534

otl

nov8

Himalayan. Basket Cloth and Waterproof Circulars iu large variety.
Novelties in Autumn Shawls, &c., &c.

FISHER ME ft,
Ar at Canso 5th, sch John Wesley, fm North Bay,
(and sailed 6th for Rockport.)
Sid 6tb, sch Grey Eagle, for Banks.
Passed Port Mulgrave NS 6tb, sch Olive H Robinson, from tbe Bay for Portland.

Wildoi

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
Re shall lay hands on them and they shall he healed

All Wool Black Cashmere for 45 cents
and up.

K Weldon, 405 tons, built at Franklin in
1865, bas been sold at New York for the Afiican trade
at about §9000; also, brig H Trowbridge. 176 tons,
built at Portland in 1847, rebuilt 1874, at §3760, for a
whaler.
Ship Yo Semite, 1154 tons, built at Portsmouth in
1867, has been sold at San Francisco for §39,500.

T.

R

Dr.

{Black Dress Silks and Trimming Velvet,
at lower prices than for 20 years.

ifffinORANDA.
Ship Palmyra, Preble, at San Francisco from Cardiff, reports, when oft River Platte, carried away tbe
iron work of the lower topsail yards, sprung foretopsail yard, &c.
Sch ‘*Edwin” Waite, from Georgetown for Boston,
put into Norfolk 10th inst in a leaky conditiou.
Sch Alpine. Eaton, from Bath, was towed into Boston 9th with loss of part of deck load and full of water, havink sprung aleak night of 8th, off Cape Ann,
in a heavy gale.

...

..

call at the house to repair machines or give
ustructions; all orders by mail will receive prompt
ttention; needles 36 cents per dozen.
eod2m
au2l
vill

DRESS GOODS

Kelsey.
Sch Alaska, Thorndike, Bath—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch William Thomas, Littlejohn, Kennebec, to load

Pennsylvania....-..PhiladelphiaLiverpool....Sept
Sue via.New York. .Hamburg.Sept

13
13
Etna.New York Aspinwall... .Sept 14
Sardinian.Quebec... Liverpool.... Sept 15
City of Berlin.New York. .Liverpool.Sept 15
City of Merida.New York. .Hav&VCruz.Sept 15
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow.Sept 15
Colon.New York. .Aspinwall.— .Sept 16
Canima.New York. .Bermuda
.Sept 13
Nevada.New York— Liverpool.,
Sept 18
Abyssinia..New York. .Liverpool... .Sept 19
City of VeraCruz.. .New York. .Havana.Sept 19
Utopia.New York. London......Sept 19
Ohio.PhiladelphiaLiverpool.. ..Sept 20
Niagara.New York. .Havana.Sept 20
Peruvian.^...Quebec.Liveroopl_Sept 22
..New York..Havana.Sept 22
Clyde

’ tear 292 Congress Street, a few doors
East of tlie Park, Portland, Me.,

—

rmiiADEU'UlA

a a

■

j lachiniat and Scwiig .Machine Repairer.
All kinds oi Sewing Machines Repaired.

—

murdered Mary Ann
Whiteley, was hanged at Norristown Pa yesterday morning, in the corridor of the prison.
who

BUSINESS CARDS.

a
1

clean, dry

Min

lor $1.00.

ivered in any part of the city. All orders by.posta
rd or otherwise left at office, 152 Exchange street,
depot, Holyoke's Wharf, will be promptly filled.
eodJrn
juU

.

THE

THE PRESS

Quiet Day and

TUESDAY MORNING, SEPT. 11.

At Biddeford, of Phillsbury.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Watervilie, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAV

entertainment column,
The Steamer Charles Houghton.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Bargains. Bargains—Parker & Donahue.
Gold Medal—Carleton Bros.
To Kent Without Board.
Haydn Association.
Three Protestant Girls Wanted.
Health for All—Dr. H. R. Thayer.
Notice—Nath’l Blake.
Miss Scales—Will Reopen.
Small House for Sale.
Corns—Dr. Carleton.
Bristol—2.

Sunday

special

Kennebnnk

will be seen

as

by the tabular statements elsewhere. The polling places in this city were
unusually qniet and bat little interest was manifested in the result on either side, although
some 500 more votes were thrown by the Re-

Harrison.

silver watch was stolen

construction train went

to

the Boston and Maine road,
and new track timbers were laid across the
bridge just this side of that place.
Vesterday morning a staging on Stevens’
iron store gave
way, letting several painters
into several feet of dock slime.
No one was
injnred.
Mr. Charles H. Blake received a diploma as
well as a silver medal for his display of carpenter’s work at the New England. Fair.
The Blood’s of Morrill’s Corner beat the
Clippers of Cumberland Mills Saturday. Score
33 to 18.
The steamer Franconia was obliged to put
into Holmes’ Hole Friday afternoon and remained there until yesterday morning, when
she left for this port. She passed Cape Cod at
11.30 yesterday, and was expected here at midover

Republicans

McLaughlin

elect

Winslow.
The proposed amendment in relation

lost, while the
municipal indebtedness
tors was

g

r
;
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«
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246
169
329
254
356
337
357
18

234
329

7

232
401

Islands. 39

00
00
00
on
1
00
00
00

290
298
230
23

14
00
7
3
5
0

1
2
0
0
0
0

3492

2895

1

2066

2037

39

3

1

B. ...615

6....531
7....530

2

f

n

a

6

J. F. Turner.......

gun.
The steamer Charles Houghton is to make
an excursion to Yarmouth to-day and to-morryw. She will run along the foreside of Falmouth and Cumberland and up the Yarmouth

D. W.

MosesG.

river.

Capt. [Bacon

that he made the round
trip in the barkentine Harriet Jackson, from
New York to Cadiz in 72 days, the quickest
passage yet. The homeward passage was made
in 25

eo

**

Dour.t-w^gt-eo©© |

says

Albeit

days.

Carrier of St.John, aged 17, stole
$6.50 from A. P. Brown, Briggs street, and wae
arrested by Marshal Bridgesjand deputy CrowJennie

ell.

Perez N.

8

||

Gray.§|I1S1|S||

£

S

Blancbardg § § §8g § 8 11
N

| William G. Davis...www©Sowc3
MWWwnnci

©
<M

New Gu .Manufacture.

The National Petroleum Gas Company of
Boston has just completed a new gas machine
for the manufacture of gas for the Preble
House. This is an entirely new machine, the
invention of Mr. John Hanlon, who is also the
builder. This maohine generates the gas from
pure crude petroleum instead of from coal and
is able to get a much
stronger article. From
six gallons of oil 1000 feet of twen
ty-eight candle power of gas is obtained. As the oil sells
for about seven cents the cost of 1000 feet of
the gas is but 42 cents. As distilled with the
retort it is about 70 candle power and has to be
diluted before it is used. This is done by pumping in about 331-3 per cent, of air into the gasometer, which holds about 4500 feet of gas.
The best of coal gas only produces from 14 to
lG.candle power.
The gas was turned on last evening and uied
to light the hotel for the first time.
The article was of a good material and after the air
was got out of the pipes the
light was very
brilliant. The hotel uses upwards of 400 burners and tbe gas bill has been from $3000
to
$4000 per year. The importance of manufacturing for their own use is very apparent.
They will also supply several of their neighbors if it is desired. The machine is situated
in a building adjoining the engine room and
the engineer will run both. It is just as
easy
to manufacture a thousand feet per
day as half
that amount.
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1.. 216
2.. 166
3.. 332
4. .255
5. .359
6.. 331
7.. 354
Isl’nd 18
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247
166
331
255
355
329
352
18

c.

242
165
329
256
359
327
348

|

:

244
166
331
254
354
329
330
18

16

1
:

:

234
331

329

a.

I

247
168
332
259
356
333
354
18

233
331

fg |§

§

§

Franklin.Farmington.
Franklin

®

Kennebec.Readfield.
Knox.Oamden.
North

Kennebec.Waterville.Sept
Penobscot.Orono.Sept
Piscataquis, East.___Milo.
Sagadahoc.Topshsm.Oct

:
:

235 234 235

Sbapleigh and Acton... .Acton.Oct
Somerset Central.Skowhegan.Sept
Waldo and Penobscot. Monroe.

339

Washington.Pembroke.

Lincoln.Jefierson..Sept

West Washington.Jonesboro.
North Waldo.Thorndike Station..Oct

Waldo.Belfast.Sept
East

cal committee:
If fair on the morning of Thursday, 13th in*
stant, a steamer suited to the waters to be nav"
igated, will start from Wiscasset at 9 a. m,, on
arrival of trains.
The citizens of Wiscasset
will take charge, and the steamer will go over
the route sketched by Champlain in 1604 to
identify the physical evidence of the theory of
Gen. J. M. Brown, as to the track of Champlain, as advanced in a paper read by him before the society, and published in its last volume of transactions.
The excursion will pass near the traditional
biithplace of Sir Wm. Phips, first Governor of
Massachusetts, and the facts bearing on his
early history will be fully brought out.
The tragic spring cove will be passed, where
Hammond s trading house stood, the scene of
the opening disasters of King Philip’s war in
Maine, which was sacked and burned in August, 1676.
From Upper Hell gate side of ths lower Sasanora to Sheepscot the excursion will look into
“Fbenecook,” the ane’ent cape Mon-wagen of
Capt. Sevet’s voyage to the Sheepscot in 1623,
and pioceed np to Wiscasset by the main cnanne).
Thestie of the old Sheepscot will be reached
as the tide shall suit it.
It is intended to give
an entire view cf the
Sheepscot throughout its
tide water aDd navigable extent. A lunch will
be served od board.
Literary exercises and
historical studies will also occupy the time on
board. Dr Hale of Sheepscot,aided by Messrs.
Chase and Sargent,will receive the excursion at
Sheepscot and conduct them to,points of interest there.
Specimens of the native oyster will
be exhibited, and any
archaeological remains

feund.
At Wiscasset the regular exercises of the society will be held, and a supper served with
post prandials. Ancient original Sheepscot and
Pemaquid papers and records, brought to light
by the interest of the occasion, will be exhibited.
Improvements.— The

improve-

ment* in the India street church, of which notice has already been made,are now about com-

pleted and the church will be reopened next
Sabbath. The whole interior of the church has
been handsomely frescoed
by Mr. C. W. Bartlett and the result is
very
who have seen it. The

satisfactory to
style is a blending

all
of

and

the colors used are
black, yellow, drab, a pale green and a somber
red. The effect is
In the rear
very pleasing.
of the pnlpit there is an imitation of stuco
work which looks as
the recess was

s
«

§
B

a

:

I

Ward 1....247
2, ...107
5....362
6... .338

7....358
18

Islands...,.
Ward

perfect

Oxlord.Dixfield.

OhDiNATiojr.—A council of the
chnrches will convene this afternoon at th<
vestry of the Free street Baptist church for tb
!
purpose of examining David
Webster, a recen
graduate of Newton Theological
am i,
Institute,
OW under
appointment by A. B. F. M. Unioi
to Bnrmah.
The council is t >
to
deleeateB from the Baptis t

^„™,88ion.ary

rhnrr'hP08edr”t

£tW Saco’

^eford,* Lewis
.* Tinxtnn' ptn°Utb’ Freeport, Bruuswicl
and Bnxton
Pobhc ordination services
wil L

be held in tbe church in the
evening at 7 \
o’clock. The sermon on the occasion will b
preacbed.by Bey. F. W. Bakeman of Auburi K
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The New Model.—The reduction in prices
of sewing machines is causing considerable stir
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Islands.

Against

Against

2.
Ward 3..
Ward 4..

1
6
243

Ward 5 ..295
Ward 6.
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Islands. 37

Rubber

1

Returns from the county are by no means
complete, but they indicate a close vote, though
the Republicans have probably elected the bulk
of the ticket. Mr. Higgins is doubtless defeated, and Mr. Vinton, possibly. Republican candidates for County Commissioner, Treasurer and
Register of Deeds are probably elected.

DOW.
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ASK VOCBNELF THESE QUESTIONS
Are you a despondent eufferer from Sick Headache, Habitual Costiveness, Palpitation of the

Blacb

i
©

a&3SS35Si5gg

w.sisSsSpSs

l0"*-■•■asssssgsss
| Higgins.

B
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^-SSSISSg®g*
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Heart? Have you Dizziness of the Head? Is your
Nervous System depressed? Does your Blood circulate badly? Have you a Cough? Low Spirits?
Coming up of the food after eating? &c., &c. All
of these and much more are the direct results of
Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint and Indigestion.
Greek's August Flower is now acknowledged
by all Druggists to be a positive cure. 2,400,000 bottl es were given away in the U. S. through Druggists
to the people as a trial. Two doses will satisfy any
person of its wonderful quality in curing all forms of
Indigestion. Sample bottles 10 cents. Kegular size
75 cents. Sold positive by all first-class Druggists in
U, S
oc20eomly

Bamboo fish Poles I
Job Lot at 30 cents each,
usual
Day,
au20

as

low

Jr. cfc? CO.,

EXCHANGE STREET.

d2w

PHINNE.J,-

NICKERSON,

Merchant Tailor,

(10. A. WHITNEY & 00.
d2m

Excellent in

OF

and

480 1-2 CONGRESS STREET,
mh21WF&M6m
Opp. PrebleHouse

a m

GIVE

PARKER

US

CAUL.

A

&

au24dtf

DONAHUE,
Rubber Hose

Views I
Aljfj

GOLD MEDAL

Views

STVLEW

awarded tlie New England Organ

For the Wo. 99 Corset.

England and Maine State Fair for best
CABINET ORGAN for home and church
nse.

Artistic

Photographer,

Bros.,
AGENTS,

Congress Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

dtf

OF THE

eet.
has

returned to No. 43
Free Street, over Free St. Market,
where he will be permanently located for the treatment of all difficulties of the human feet to which he
has devoted his time and practice for a large number
of years past; and as a result of this long experience
offers to the afflicted a positive relief from Corns,
Bunions, Bad Nails, and all Difficulties of the Feet,
that are considered incurable. He invites all who are
afflicted in this direction, especially in obstinate cases, to call on him. No matter how troublesome or
bow difficult your case may be, you will find good
treatment and positive relief.
There are hundreds of people in Portland who can
testify to Dr. Carlton’s beneficial treatment.
Office hours from 7 to IO a. in.—3 to 6
P* *“•
seplleodtoctlO

DR.

PORTLAND,

irable souvenir than a nice picture of the old
iomestead, or the “Crttage by the Sea,” with the
oved ones grouped in the foreground, The new
izes Boudoiir and Imperial being introduced
>y Mr. C. are very popular and the prices asked
dace them within the reach of all. Public Build*
ngs, Cemetery lots, Vessels. Horses,
Carriages,
''urniture, Machinery, Patent Models, Drawings,
fee., &c., photographed in the most approve! [style.
The opinion seems to be s
universal that bright
lunny weather is indispensible for sittings in the
itudio, that I deem it my duty to call attention to
he fact that ordin*_v cloudy weather is much preferable, except, perhaps for small children. Though
he sittings may be made a trifle longer, the Bitter
inds it much less difficult to retain the proper extessiion, the lights and shades blend more harnonously, the delicate half-tints are not destroyed
md the result is usually much more favorable. Boieving that a “word to the wise'is sufficient,” I trust
hat a larger potion of my patrons may favor me
ifith their presence in cloudy weather.

Very respectfully.

jel_eod3m

See samples of
Fair.

our

work in the

KUFUS DUNHAM 4c SONS,

sepll_

Three Protestant Girls Wanted
do housework two miles out of city. For fur-

TO therdtfinformation call at
sepll

218

HAYDN

218 Fore Street,

be resumed next Monday
Members will bring their
Last Judgment.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.

Small House lor Sale.
story No. 10 Mayo street, six rooms, SebaTHEgo,1Jexcellent
cellar. Lot about 30x110. Price

only $1600. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, 3791 Congress St,
sei)lld2w

MISS

Portland,
au21
ir yon want to fit

ASSOCIATION,

will
Sept. 17.

s

SCALES

Will reopen her rooms Monday
Sept. 17th, at 176 Dantorth Street.
sepll

d6t

NOTICE.

Jf ro5?l,ler
Ja*;
leaves
Widgerey Wharf, Wednesday, Sept. 12tb, for
Eastport and Calais. Goods received to 12 m.
seplld3t*NATH’L BLAKE.
A-

Capt.

Hutchins.

To Rent Without Board.
suite of unfurnished
frontiug
PLEASANT
Congress Square. Enquire at 150 Free St.
rooms

on

-sePn

eodlw

Maine,
d3w

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Difficult Foot,

liavc the best stock of the finest
Boots iu the world, hut also have
a superior line ol reliable Boots at
very low prices, all made express*
ly lor my trade and warranted.

M. G. PALMER,
230 Middle

Street.
dtf

au31

Randolph_Boynton,
:s

Cleaned and Warranted, for
“

Case springs

Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Hoarseness,
orS,?re,.Tliroat'
the Breath.

“

“

“

$1.00

Tickling
B Cough and

Healing Indolent Sores, Dicers,
and lor

°f

Cuts,

Burns,

dtf

THE CELEBRATED

“-S** D1»eai<*

may be found at

or

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma,
for Bale far all DraggUta.

W. E.
sep«

469

This is the Closing and Speoial Sale of
their Eich And Elegant Goods
Manufactured Specially for the Trade
All To Be

&

CONGRESS

Gould,

.STREET.

dtf

STEAM BOILER.
Inilrst cost and subsequent expense It
cannot be excelled.
This Boiler is
Stronger, Less Liable to Accident and
More Economical than any other knoirn

au28

dtt

be Sold to the Highest Bidder.
Offering Great Inducement, to
Bay Fint-Clnw G««d.

Parchneer.
at

their

price..

Also large lines of Forks and spoons,
Soup, Oyster, Cream and Gravy Ladles, Cake and Fish Knives, Napkin Rings &c. Also the balance of Rich Case Goods
suitable for Presents,
From their store, No. 4 Malden

Lane, New York.

Sale to commence Wednesday, He pi. 5th. at
10 o’clock a. m., and 2 and 7.30 p. m. continuing
every day and evening this week.

2W^TH/S /S POSITIVELY THE CLOSING SALE.
Ladies

By order

are

specially invited.

of

JOHN

H-

SWAN,

Treasurer ot the Taunton Silver
Plate Company.
sep5

ONE

WEEK,

Commencing MOHDAY, SEPT.

If

Furniture Ac. at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 12th, at 10 o’clock a. m.
ON we
shall sell at house 939 Congress St. all the

Excursion
10th.

ONLY

furniture consisting of Parlor Furniture in Hair
Cloth, Secretary, Mirrors. M. T. table, Easy Chairs,
Ingrain Carpets, B. W. and Painted Chamber Sets,
Spring Beds, Mattra9ses, &c., Parlor Stoves, Magee
Range, together with tbe entire kitchen iurniture.
Also Baby Carriage, tools, Ac.
F. O. BAILEY ft CO., A*ctioneer*.
se5
td

Damaged

TO

Harrison
and
Naples, Bridgtou and
Return; at this season of the year there is no trip
so delightful as the sail on Sebago Lake,
through
Bongo River and up the Bay of Naples.
Trains leave Portland & Ogdensburg Depot at
8.30 A. M., making close connection with Steamer
Mt. Pleasant at Lake Station.
Arrive in Portland

Tickets good for
at

i2i nutrc
VbUVkW.

—

one day only; for sale
Repot and at KOIjLiINM, LORINCi
ARAMS’, !I4 Exchange Street.

continued damp
During the
weather, many Kid Gloves have
become spotted. We have about
Twenty-live Dozeu which show
this imperlection very slightly.
Blot wishing to offer such goods
among onr regular stock, we have
marked them all at

the

sept 10

38c Per Pair.

dlwis

At which price we propse to sell
I4ng as they last.

TO CLOSE.

H. I. NELSON & CO.,
443 Congress Street,

as

CASHMERES.
We have received another lot
of those extra heavy and tine
tinish Cashmeres, at the fol-

lowing prices:

TAILOR,
No. 201-2

STREET,

Middle

FARRINGTON BLOCK,

Street,

Has just received bis

Having taken the Agency ot C.
F. Hathaway’s Domestic Shirts,
are now ottering them at Wholesale and Retail.
An inspection of same solicited.

“
«
«*
“

75
871-2
1.191-2
1.25

These are the best bargain!
we have ever
offered in
these goods, and at lower
prices than they have ever

■

unesiey

FLMTON,

Worth 65c

40 inch at 50o
«
40
65
“
40
75
48
“1,00
“
48
1.15

d6t

sep7

/XI

Cor. Brown.

BLACK

Under Odd Fellows Ha,11.

Shirts.

431 & 433 CONGRESS

St.
Congress
eepl dp

In onr store is a small stock of Dry
Goods, consisting of Prints, unbleached
Cottons, Cotton Flannels. Wool Flannels,
Table Damasks. Crash, ltepellants. Beavers, Shawls, &c., which we must close

It has received the highest recommendation from
Steam Engineers
in every large city of this
country where it has been introduced.
It can be examined at No. 17 Union St.
Any information in regard to its cost will bo cheerfully furnished by the agent lor this city,
auKSdtfW, H. PKlVINKI.Ii.

VICKERY

Limit !

Every Article Offered will Positively

out to make room for our usual Fall
stock of Fancy Goods, and we offer them
at an immense sacrifice.

LYDIE

I ME

Sold Without

be found ON-

sep7

FALL & WINTER

ueeu soiu.

TUKESBURY &
537
aul3

CONGRESS

CO.,

STREET.

PORTLAND. ME.

„„

dtf

COPARTNERSHIP.
undersigned have formed
der the style of
The

a

copartnership un-

MOONEY & MEANS,
For the purpose of carrying on the

dtf

au28

G. M. & C. H. BOSWORTH,

Call
Your

and Leave
measure,

Coal and Wood.

8ept3dtf

Congress St.
dlw

JVew

have removed trom Cor. Free and
Colton St*,, and taken the Spacious
Store

No. 4 Free Street Block,
where as the Fall season advances may
be found everything new and desirable
in their line, consisting of
materials for Drapery and Curtain Work

WINDOW SHADES,ROOMJPAPERS,
jy20

&o„

&c.

eodtf

rjlIIE

MATCHLESS SOAP
■ I you canuot net it of your Grocer, your
A. Weston dfc
ticketN will be redeemed by
Co. For Male at wholesale by them.

45 & 47 FREE STREET.
au31eodlm

JAg. C. DAVIN «fc NOV.

Southern Hard Pine Timber,
Plank and Boards.
Consignments Schrs. “Hector” and “City of Chcl
All sizes Timber and Plank.
I have the only assortment in New
England.Amoug the stock Is heavy timber for Bowsprits,
Masts and Beams, It will be sold low for cash or
approved paper,
sea.

ORDERS

J.

W.

SOLICITED.

DEERIVG,

HeadiKichard»oo’« Wharf
Care P. 0. Box aw.
jy2JdislOtteoUtf
_

England Fair.
NOTICE.

Persons

hills

present
1877, are requested
at No. 27 Preble Street, Portland, Me., on or before
Tuesday, September 18tli, that they may be audited
by the Committee.
The

Hotel,

Committee will be in session at the Falmouth
on Wednesday, September 19th, at 2 o’clock

P. M.
No bill

of an employe will be audited without
voucher.
DANIEL NEEDHAM, Sec’y N. E. Ag. Society.
SAMUEL WASSON, Sec’y M. S. Ag. Society.

Dissolution

of

a

Copartnership.

The

Copartnership heretofore existing
between the subscribers under the style
of NELSON & GOULD Is
this
day
dissolved by mutual consent.
All debts
due said Urm are to be paid to L. A.
Gould, who will pay all debts of said
Arm, and will carry on the business at
the old stand under the slyle of L. A.
GOULD & CO.
Portland, August 28, 1877.

fieptl

EVANS)

dtf

dt

MOONEY,

Commercial St., Corner of Center.
SAMUEL, 8. MOONEY,
GEORGE T. MEANS.

the New

Engagainst
having
land and Maine State Societies in connection
ALL
to
them
with the Fair of

HAS ARRIVED.

1.00
,75

Clocks and Jewelry of all kinds repaired
»t very low pricer.

aa28

TAUNTON SILVER-PLATE CO.
TAUNTON SILVER-PLATE CO.

Business in all its branches, at the old stand of

Come to my store where you will
And just what you want in the
Boot and Shoe line. I not only

Mainsprings

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption.

Piles.

colors. Chemises, Drawers and
Night Gowns at low prices. Cambric Edges, and all kinds oi Yankee Notions down to Hard Pan.

REMOVAL !

Forest Tar Solution,
Forest Tar Troches, Opposite PreWe House, 482 Congress St
Forest Tar Salve,
Tar Soap,
Forest
Chelsea Pottery 1
thWeuSM*
Forest Tar Inhalers,
Tliomes’s,
or

can

Formerly Nelson
503

a

Forest Tar, W A T o
Purifying

We quote fine Corsets from 45c
up. Coiton Hosiery «-8o up. Gloves
12 t-2c up, Jap Fans from 2c up.
Silk Fans cheap, cheap ! Bustles
25c up. Print Wrappers 75c last

Fore St., Portland, Me.

REHEARSALS
evening,
of
copies
Spobr
seplldCt

Where all goods are marked in
plain figures, and at prices that
mast satisfy the most exacting.

L. A. Gould & Co’s,

Wc solicit Job Work ot all kinds
in Copper Brass, Steel, Iron
and Britannia.

dtf

They

Plating. Domestic

Our prices are moderate, and
satisfaction guaranteed.

BRISTOL.

It is warranted to contain 100
BONES, are extra long, and every
pair is warranted to tit or money

refunded,
LY at

ME.

Prompt attention to all orders for views in the
:ity or suburbs by leaving the same at Rooms or
vith C. F. FRENCH, Solicitor, What more de-

Nickel

TAUNTON SILVER-PL1TE CO.

ceivers, Urns, Bakers,
Arc., <ke.

Exhibitors and Visitors to the
Fair having orders for Fancy Dry
Goods, arc respectfully requested
to call at

A

478 CONGRESS STREET.

CARLTON

ATTENTION.

at 6.30 P. M.

all Icompetition at the New

GENERAL

227 Middle Street.

—

_dtf

SOLD

TO CLOSE THE ESTATE OF THE

complete, One Dollar inn
mu

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
■nyio

11V

BE

Tea Sets, Water Sets, Ice Pitchers, Walters and Salvers, Goblets, Musts, Butter Dishes, Dinner .Breakfast and
Pickle Castors, Cake Baskets,
Fruit Stands, Card Re-

sep6dlw

FOR

Store,

WILL

Stock Consists Ot

We will sell 50
feet of Hose with Pipe and

Hall's Rubber

WARRANTED

TO CLOSE THE ESTATE OF THE

own

dows, &c.

Couplings, all
for $5.00 at

ARE

GOODS

BEARING THE TRADE-MARK

THE FACTORY AND

to

Sprinkling Lawns,
washing Sidewalks, Win-

BRISTOL.

AHEAD.

Carleton

wear.

Cheap

seplldtf

over

yard.

German Damasks
in Turkey
Reds and Cardinals, with Tray
Cloths and Napkins to match.
We shall offer special bargains
in Woolens for Mm's and Boys’

For

Bold Medal !

Co.

ac-

YICKERY & LEIGHTON.
431 & 433 Congress Street,

Fore cfe Centre
Cor.
eeptll

was

One lot of extra quality of Scarlet
Twilled Flannel at 35 cents per

Fitzgerald’s,

Having completed taking

August 23.

a

yard.

268 Middle Street

count of Stock, we have marked
down certain lines of goods to
close much below cost.

Farrington Block.

A special premium of

Silk lor $1.50 per ydar, that can
be found in any market.
One very choice lot ot Fancy
Shirtiug Flannels at 35 cents per

Work,

Good

nincinn flui

Canned Goods of all kinds, Wilson & Co.’s Cooked Corned Beef of
Chicago, Bologna Sausages, and those Elegant Cooked
Boston Beans and Pork in 3 lbs. Cans for 25 cents.
The Best 35 cent TEA in Portland.

PLEASE

THE

TO CLOSE THE ESTATE OF THE
Would call SPECIAL attention
of purchasers ol DRY GOODS to
the new styles of French
and
American
Dress
Goods
and
American Silks in all shades to
match, at the lowest prices.
Also French
Silks in all
the
desirable colors, very cheap.
We continue to offer the best
trade in Black Cashmeres to be
found in Portland.

and at LOWEST MARKET PRICE,

so

At 10 •’clock a. m., 4 and 7.30 p. in
and
Continue Every Dny and Evening
Daring This Week.

WITHOUT RESERVATION OR LIMIT,

Low Prices.
attention given to Cutting Garments to be
made out of the shop. Ladies’ Cloaks a
Specialty, Kemember the place.

MEATS,

and

r

EXCHANGE STREET,
Wednesday, Sept, 5th,

ALL

Special

Vegetables,

Quality

35 AND 31

FIRST-CLASS,

PORTLAND.
A fine lino of FOREIGN ANDIDOIVIESXIC WOOLENS constantly on hand.

Cutlery

To be Sold at Auction,

480 1-2 Congress Street

and

Corned Beef, Ham, Pork, Lard

or

price 75 cents. Jointed Poles equally

A. A.

Large and Varied Selection of Soaps

FRESH

used in

The prostration and enfeeblement experienced by those who suffer from Bright’s disease, dropsy, kidney, bladder and glandulatroubles, pains in the back and loins, suppression and incontinence of urine, female irregur
larities, etc., is entirely removed by DR. BULLOCK’S KIDREY REMEDY, NEPHRETICUM. It disarms and drives out of the system
ii mmauies ot inis
nature, ana tnose mciden®al thereto.
tny23eod&wlw-6—21—36—51

n

to

selling at extremely

Coebot’s turn-down seat sleigh which attracted so much notice at the fair, will be exhibited this week at the office of the Victor M.
M. Co., corner of High and Commercial St.
seplO-M&W2i*

»©

Proctor...

are

every family, upon beds in case of sickness, and
for young children’s, requirements.
Sold at
Hall’s ruhber store under Falmouth Hotel.

THE COUNT IT VOTE.

w

*

low prices
and a better opportunity will never be had to
obtain first class plated ware, as the treasurer
of the company authorizes every article to he
sold without regard to price.

Ward

Turner...

nickel plated machines

ley

The goods

and at

&

MOTTO—Stylish Garments,

Eeptll

elegant

quality

From 3 to 9 cents per Bar, old fashioned, 1 and 2 1-2 lb. Bars and
Toilet Soaps, also agents for the celebrated “GILT EDGE ’ the best
7 cent soap in the market,

as being the most salable machine in the market.
It looks so nice, runs so still and easy,
and in every particular is so well appointed that
no one can help but like it. All those things
make it easy to sell, and iwhen a customer has
once seen the “new model” and comprehended
its merits they will have it.
The price is $30
and upwards, according to style.

The 3ale of Silver Plated Ware at F. O. Bai& Co.’s, 35 Exchange street, will be continued today and tomorrow at 10, 2j, and 71 o’clock.

230
22

NESS.

Chaplin..

A

440

Steamer Franconia wilt leave for New York
this afternoon.

207
429
243

AMENDMENTS RELATING TO MUNICIPAL INDEBTFor

Warranted Pure, that cannot be excelled in

as

233

15

Ward 1..

TEAS AND COFFEES AND SPICES

tion, but also dropped a “bomb shell” in the
shape of a “new model” machine, which from
all accounts is looked npon by the best judges

street, has these
for sale.

AMENDMENT HELATING TO ELECTORS.

Ward 1.212
Ward 2.
Ward 3. 293
Ward 4.146
Ward 5.295
Ward 6.
Ward 7. 332

well

We here state that D. Dudley’s new French
Dress Plaiters won the diploma, or highest
award at the fair.
Mr. BaDgs, 267 Middle

Vote on Constitutional Amendment*

J. FRANK HILL,

fresh invoice of Fine

SUCCESSOR TO

among people generally, the reason therefor being that the Weed Sewing Machine Company
not only dropped their prices to meet competi-

o
v,

OFQ

as

a

—

AT STORE
You can certainly save money by :alling'on ns before purchasing. All Furniture warranted as repregenteel,

And we also utter the Detl Black

27-28

on the street, attracts much
attention.
It is very handsome and reflects
great credit npon its builders. It was painted
by Mr. Mullhall.

Register of Deeds.
PT

outwear any other shirt made in the
State for double the money. Made to
order

Table

{PRICES ARE ALWAYS
t.THE LOWEST.

A. KEITH.

Dnring past year these shirts hare
gained almost a national reputation, and
1 am now sending them all orer the
country and hare nothing bnt praise
from all who have used them; they are
made from the best bleached muslin; the
customer having choice of brand, and
Richardson’s heavy, 2000 Linen; they
are guaranteed to fit and give satisfac*
tion in every case; they are equal in
quality, lit and workmanship, aud will

24-27

recently appeared

among sewing machine dealers,

3

3-4
2-4
26-28
25-29
18-20
26-27
9-11
16-19
18-20
2-4
26-27
25-27
25-26
4

The peoples tea store advertised in another
column, is worthy the attention of those in
want of groceries.
They have a fine stock of
goods, which are offered at very reasonable
Their new delivery wagon which has
prices.

|

|

f

:
7
3
14
00
7
3
5
0

J. A. MERRILL.

OUR

Exchange

AND

St.

6 forS9.00

a

_

tablets on either side of the r«r.pss
to hft
inscribed with short
passages of scriptare. The
pulpit is to be furnished with new furniture,
which is now ready for use. Mr. Kilborn will

Baptis t

g

S

2040
2083
4—2 scattering.
*•
6-1

is so
The

today spread a new carpet of brown and drab,
which matches nicely with the frescoing. At
the right hand on entering the church, stairs
will be constructed leading to the gallery and
another flight leading to the rear of the vestry
The outside doors have been repainted andthi
steps are imitation of stone, and a new too
has been put on.
The church will be thrown open for the in
spection of the public, and all those w ho visil
it cannot bat be satisfied that the church i j
now one cf the finest in the city, both in ap
pearance and for convenience.

S.

ui

Z

234
331
235
490
290
294
233
23

3....334
4. ...259

though

painting

s
®3

C-

2

Watches, Jewelry and Sllrer Ware,

No. 46

Made from Measure at

just received

—

superior

Oity

—

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

au

Cumberland Centre... .Cumberland Centre,Oct 2-3
Buxton and Hollis.West Buxton..
2-3
Harrison Farmers’ Club,Harrison.
10
Cumberland «•
West Cumberland, Sept 18-20
'<
««
Eureka
East Snrry.Oct
17-18
Norridgewock.S. Norridgewock..Sept 25-26

County

ff

FROM

Shall still Continue the Manufacture of My

10-12

Central.StroDg.

Treasurer.

9

In tile

OF

Federal Stree

AT

Reporter.

2.

331
236
403 399 400 400 400
291 297 289 296 293
304 303 301 301 301
237 239 240 239 239
22
22
22
22
22

missioner.

machine

Manufacturer's Sale

Can be found at

Plumbers.
MILLER, No. 01

J. A. MERRILL A
CO., 139 Middle St

Agricnilurai Exhibitions.
“
Maine Dairyman.Orono.
18-20
Maine Pomological.Waterville.
25-28
Androscoggin.Lewiston.Oct
2-4
Blackwell Hill.. Madison.Sept
13

337 238 237 237

County Com-

Official

8

filial!
5
g
:
:

Ingalls,

—

—

$2,50 to S3 per Barrel

We have

W, AXJLBIT.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIOXIjERS.

some

pointed postmaster.

:

REDUCTION

A

0.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merohani se every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a. m.
oc3dti
<£onsignmenta solicited.

op-

Park.

J0-N,C.

mail matter intended for that locality should
be directed, and John H. Leavitt, Esq., ap-

Vole for Representative*.

3

AT

New Post Office’—A post office has been
established in Scarborough, at Pine Point, by
name of “Pine Point” Post Office, where al1

h

.......

1“
Maine Historical Society.—The following
programme for the Field Day of the Maine
Historical Society ha3 been adopted by the lo-

Anhiwn

|

*->

2053 2042 2046 2067 2060 2063 2053 2059 2057
Scattering—Ward lour 8.

successful, will soon begin in the Philadelphia Times the translation of Octave Feuillet’s
new book, Lee Amours de Philippe, under the
title of Philip’s Love Affairs.

ton

©

1

W

so

thrown back several feet. The
well done that the delusion is

3

I

co

cs

OF

Bzchaago

done to order.

217
157

Correction.—In the award of premiums on
goods the silver medal for the best dis"
ply should heve been given to E. T. Cowdrey &
Do., Boston, instead of K. W, Currier, as re"
i
ported, C. H. Blake of this city, received silver meda' and diploma on show eases.

2051

Personal.

Gothic and Greek,

00

39

394

canned

W°

Higgins....553>cdS*$S355
w
w eo
o*

Reuben

2050

—

Salesrooms 33 mud ST
Vi O* BAILEY.

FURNITURE

Carpenters and Builders.
MEANS, Pearl Street,
the

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
REORRE A. WHITNEV, No. 50 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

St. Louis and Patent Flour,

317
118

I

Bailey.„«

BEST
poaite

N

*><=>

James

ONLY!

Stock

Largest

A. (inner, Room 11, Printer.’
Exchange, No. 111 Exchange St.
*
HBACKi,ORD> No. 35 Plum

45

Smith, Portland, sewing

needles.

Vinton.ggSggggS { g
■

Oarleton, -who returned from Whitefield yesterday, reports that his brother, J. M.
Carleton, w ho was seriously injured by being
thrown from a carriage, is some better, and
there is a slight chance of his recovery.
Mrs. Mary Neal Sherwood, whose transia
tions of Daudet’s Sidonie and Jack have been

Chubch

|g
jg

j

£

VERY

THE

266
115

The

WJI.

Scribner
00

261
323

Auctioneers And Commission MeroliAni?t

"street1,

Deeds.

Woodbury

DAYS

FEW

157

List of Patents bearing date of Ang. 21
1877, issued to residents of Maine reported for
the Portland Press by Chas. E. Foster, Patent
solicitor, Washington, D. C.:
C. O. Davis and F. Davis, Portland, dredging machines.

■§
-Ira
m*-<

SB

A

217

ally supposes that a letter directed to West
brook will reach him; but of course it is sent to
Saccarappa, the principal village in Westbrook.
Again a gentleman reads in the Press that
Mr. so and so from Westbrook (no advertisement intended) had some fine cattle at tbe late
fair.
Ho starts to see them, stops at “Westbrook” only to learn after much inquiry that
the objects of his search are peacefully grazing
lour miles away.
It is safe to say that hardly a week passes
that some one does not suffer from the complications of the matter.
I do not suppose that
the people of Deering care to retain a name that
uuea not oeiong to tnem, nor is it
probable that
WeBtbrook people like to have their town robbed of its identity.
The arrangement is certainly of no advantage to travelers or to correspondents. Who, theD, is henefitted by it? As
I said in the first place, perhaps some one can
*
tell.

ec^ot-eoooi^;

Edward Payson

251
212

FOR

37

I

F. O. BAILEY A CO„

Book Binders.

118
2029
194

AUCTION SALES

Horse Shoeing,

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOVTAFOGO, No. 91 middle Street.

5

MISCELLANEOUS

bf 8. VOTOG A CO., Practical Horae
Shoein, 70 Pearl 8t. Price 91.30
per act

The man who knows that his friend lives within a stone’s throw of Westbrook station, natur-

N

Proctor.t-co^gt-wo© |

39

BARGAINS!

2

and Westbrook pseudonymous, are always being mistaken for each other, andjno wonder!

night.
It was Saturday that Capt. Murch of Scar
boro had his haDd [injured by the bursting of a

261
322
347
116
367

tbe first place, it is not Westbrook any mote
than it is Gorham or Falmouth or Windham.
This objection may be thought of little consequence, yet in behalf of truth, and in the interest of ihe soul of the young man who daily
shots “Westbrook” at the car door, even this
might be allowed a little weight. But secondly
there is a Westbrook, and Westbrook genuine,

3 0

I

*-©

239
224
244
107
3T5
121
2094
90

BARGAINS!

but it is highly probable that they can’t.
The reasons why tbe station should not be
called Westbrook are pretty plain, however. In

IS

t«H«0b*CQ90 I

n
ox
»•
R.
S. Chaplin.

:

of your readers can tell why tbe railroad authorities have given the station at Deering,
otherwise known as Morrill’s Corner, and yet
again as Stevens’ Plains, another alias, viz:
f say it is possible that they can
Westbrook.

Connor’s plurality 29.
•

:

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Confusion of Names.

&

337
513
373
609
318
358
349
47

5
Ward 1 ...386
“
2.
327
3....594
“
4. ...470

i

Mr, Editor.—It is ja9t possible that

ce
S

g
S*

*9
ss

|

Lewis Pierce, (Dem.)
Deering—John M. Adams, (Dem.)
Freeport—George A. Davis, (Dem.)
Cape Elizabeth—Benjamin W. Pickett, (Dem.)
North Yarmouth-George M. Seiders, (Rep.)
Scarborough—Samuel R. Snow, (Dem,)
Ellsworth—Arthur D. Drinkwater, (Rep)
Eden—Gideon Mayo, (Rep.)
Otis—Charles Otis, (Rep.)
Gouldsboro—Hiram D. Coombs, (Rep.)

elec-

-a

o
B

S
I

Representative* Elected.
Portland—Charles McLaughlin, (Rep.)
Jacob S. Winslow, (Rep.)
Roswell M. Richardson, (Bern )
Edmund Dana. Jr., (Dem)

Vote lor Governor.
1876.
1877.
©

5

of

329
224
271
107
370

s
gag
a

w

1A9IES

InWard 4, for the election of Councilman,
Joseph P. Libby had 254 votes, and Dennis
Tobin 362, and is elected.

OH®
n
so
5
2

2

Yarmouth.212

ed.

B

261
322
319
118
318
119
2010
194
217
157

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Treasurer.

S

Falmouth
Gorham.
Harrison.121
Portland.2062
91
Scarboro.....
252
Standish..

relating to
probably be adopt-

©

329
225
242
305
369
121

Deering.

amendment
will

f

Cape Elizabeth.

and

to

:

Bridgton.

The Greenback ticket contained the names of
the Democratic Representatives, so they had
made no nominations for those offices.
Gcv. Connor has 29 plurality in the city. In
the Representative ticket the Democrats have
probably elected Richardson, Dana and Pierce,
while the

!

s

Stevens.

thrown.

were

a

»

Register

knowing that the party has been
more backward in previous years in coming
eut. About the only men who were real busy
yesterday were Messrs. Todd and Tamer of the
Greenback party, and the result of their labors
was 39 votes.
But few teams were emplojed
to carry voters to the polls and hosts of those

but very few of them

?

91
Scarboro..
Standish. 251
Yarmouth. 212

agement in

tributed,

2

Portland.2083

ken into account in footing up the results.
There were quite a number of split tickets dis-

from Matthew Sweeney’s shanty at the Grand
Trunk yard.
a

Bridgton.
Cape Elizabeth....
Deering.
Falmouth.
Gorham..........

In
for refused to leave their business.
ward seven there were upwards of fifty Republicans out of town, a fact which should be to-

The Allen mail steamer Circassian from Quebec arrived out Sunday.
The fair at Pleasant Hill has been postponed
to October 9th and 10th.
Yacht America touched in the harbor yesterday morning on her way to Boston.
a

fine day to get oat a large
election, hat not a large number improved the opportunity in this vicinity,

sent

Brief Jottings.

afternoon

Yesterday was a

vote at the state

publicans than were thrown by them four
years ago. Then the Republicans threw 1570
and the Democrats 930. There is some encour-

CITY AND VICINITY.

Saturday

a

P

q~
2

Port-

Small Vole la

land.

THE PRESS
May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots oi Fes'
senden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholn
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city,

County

County Com*
mimoner.

A

NEW

ELECTION.

Portland, September 1st, 1877,

Sign

sep5dtf

of the Gold Boot

New Store,
N v Goods!
The under signed having had ten years* experience in

M. 0. Palmer’s Boot and Shoe Store*
would inform the public he has leased the corner
store in Lynch’* New Block, first store below
Farrington Block, where he would be pleased to see
his friends and the public in general.

IRVING J. BROWN.
auglO__dtf

UNITED STATES HOTEL,
PORTLAND.

ME.

The best Located House for Business Men

Boots & Shoes
veryneatly ami promptly repaired. Sign of the Gold
1KVIJSU J. BKUWH.
auMU

Boot.

HEATED

BY

STEAM.

Terms hereafter will bo hut $2.00 per day.

WOLCOTT * CO., Proprietors.

augio

deodtf

THE

PRESS.

FABM AND

f'

BY DERBY

versus

M.

D., AEBUBR, ME,

pret such cases ?
Such a case is really presented in the two
dominant theories of soil fertility. One class
of theorists claims that the soil contains inexhaustible stores of plant food, and all that is
necessary is to render these stores available
for the use of the planss. Mr. Jethro
Tull,
of England, in the early part of the
eighteenth century advocated the theory, and his
successful practice of it afforded almost incontrovertible evidence of its validity. His
theory was that the soil was rich in plant
food, and that all that was necessary to ensure
fertility was to deeply and thoroughly pulverize the soil. He cultivated wheat in drills
thirty inches apart. Throughout the season
he frequently and deeply cultivated the spaces
between the drills and thus prepared these interspaces for the wheat the following year.
The following year the drills Iwere changed
to the middle of the interspace of the nreceding year, while that before occupied by the
drills become an interspace for thorough and
deep cultivation. Thus alternating the positions oi the drills and spaces he continued to
grow large crops of wheat for some fourteen
successive years upon the same ground.
Such experience as this might well be
thought to prove the correctness of the theory, yet even such a long period of uniform
success must not be always
accepted as conclusive evidence.
Tull, as might be expected, had numerous
imitators, but few of them met with equal
success.
Few fully appreciated the whole
process which had enabled Tull to succeed,
and many lacked the skill to successfully
apply it. Consequently, after a few years it
fell into disuse. From time to time however,
the practice has been revived and success,
fully carried out by skillful cultivators.
Quite recently we noticed an article in the
New York Tribune relating to a revival of
this old practice of Tull. Mr. Prout, an English farmer, commenced thirteen years ago
to work a farm of 450 acres upon what is
called in the article alluded to a “novel system,” but which is virtually a new trial of
Tull’s old system. By means of thorough
cultivation and drainage, Mr. Prout proposed to produce crops of wheat or oats upon
the same ground year after year without manure of any kind. The steam
plow was used
and the thorough pulverization of the soil to
a considerable depth was secured.
The crops
have steadily increased in value and the in
«ome from the farm is above the
average of
farms upon which more labor and more money are expended than upon this. Several
others have tried the same method and found
it to be successful and profitable.
Now what are we to conclude from these
marked examples of successful farming without the use of manure of any kind? Are we
to conclude that manure is
unnecessary and
that it may be dispensed with ? Certainly if
we draw any such conclusion we shall fall
into grievous errors. These instances are

A/gy\

Commercial StM

123

board.

or on

rooms—bath room and
new brick house
The premCongress St.,
ises can be seen on application to F. G, PATTERSQN. Dealer in Real Estate.
ju23dtf

confirmation of the truth and value of the
theory ? How then is this theory to be reconciled to the preceding and opposite theory ?
We .would say that each of these theories
contains a great truth in regard to soil culture, but not the whole truth. And he who
relies upon either as being a complete system of cultivation will be led into grave
errors.

Undoubtedly the soil contains almost inexhaustible stores', of plant-food. The chemical.’compositions of fertile and barren soils
are not materially different.
The fertility of
the one is dependent upon the fineness of its
particles and the barrenness of the other is
produced by the coarseness of its particles.
All agencies which increase the fineness of
the particles of soil bring into activity its fertility. This is the reason why thorough cul.
tivation and pulverization of soil have been
attended with so great a degree of success.
Farmers should bear in mind that thorough
tillage is a potent agency in developing the
productive capacity of their farms. They should
seek to do all they can in tais way but
they
should not rest contented with having done
this much. There is no danger of doing too
much for the soil. Therefore to a
thorough
pulverization add abundant supplies of plant
food—farm-yard manures, ashes muck and
mineral fertilizers—and make success
doubly
sure.

Two truths are always better than one.
The farmer who accepts and practices both
of these theories of soil fertility will be sure

of Slirr.P.SR PVPrU timp
manta -nrith
nrnotnsuccess than any one
whoaeceptsand practices either one to the exclusion of the other.

Breadth of cultuie, breadth of view and a
liberal mind should characterize
your cultivation of the soil.

two

ot

day.
The Winthrop cheese is gaining a well deserved reputation.
Massachusetts parties
have engaged a quantity of it at twelve cents
per pound while good cheese could be bought
in Boston at eleven cents, but their customers having had some of the Winthrop cheese

preferred that.

oucethe crop

was

ruined.

AN private party.

water and

To Let.

into the enclosure of the Subscriber, a
Black Horse, 5 or six years old, 16 hands high,
weight about eleven hundred pounds.
A. H. FARRIS, Cumberland Centre.
se£d3l#

rooms

Grounds to Let.
A T Presumpscot Park, suitable lots for stands of
muu

anj

uiaj

najuu

uo

lui

CAME

~

111C

I
'\lf
TVT 17 XT’ to lean on first class Real Estate
ATI-v/jLaI Jji JL Security, in Portland, or viRents
collected, taxes paid, &c. on Comcinity.
mission.
to
F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Apply
Real Estate. 3794 Congress Slreet.
nolSdtf

For Sale

vu

application to J. P. DAVIS, Agent,

at tlie Preble
J. p. DAVIS.
dtf

House.

jul5
To Let.

of a double bouse, 28 Beckett street, 6
rooms, hard and soft water, price $12 per
mourn,
inquire on the premises.
jumair

ONE-balf

Mechanics’ Hall.
HALLS in Mechanics’ Building.

TO LET; enquire of
TWO
GEORGE A.

House with Livery and Boarding
Stable attached, situated near the head of
Green street, and known as Small’s stable, together

BOARDING

with about 8000 square feet of Land.
This desirable property has command of the largest country trade of any place iD the city and will be
sold law and on vary liboral torms of payment if ftpplied for soon, if not sold will be leased to a responsible party tor a term of years. For particulars apply to C. D. SMALL, Cornish, Me.,
or

JOHN C.'PBOCXER,

c-cpuuu YV

no

HARMON, Jeweler,

mylTdOm

under

the Hall,

To Let.
FIRST class Brick house, in the western part
ot the city, 13 rooms, newly repaired throughout, sunny and pleasant, and near the Horse Cars.
B. D. VERRILL,
Inquire ot
205 Middle Street.
aplOdtl

A

To be Let,
Offices in Third Story Merchants’ National
Bank, now occupied by J. & E. M. Rand; also

THE
the front offices.

offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and lire proof vaults. Possession
given Nov. 1st.
oct27Utf
These

HOTEL TO LEASE.
The New England House, Portland. Me,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

ou

ecu,

jure

FOR
from Boston

Rn

—

find pleasant rooms with
board, at 30 BROWN ST.
dtf
men can

my21_

THEfered for sale:

are

IS

AT

IN DEERING.
I. Forest Home, with the mansion and other
buildings, containing about 40 acres.
II. The Verandah farms, adjoining the Marine
Hospital, containing about 65 acres, lying on both
sides of the road.
HI, Part of the Clark form at Rocky Hill, con-

3ontaining

about

road,

about 24

—

EASTERN
Including

al-

Commended by the most eminent Aitists
Sold at the lowest possible prices.

SAMUEL

THURSTON,

Gen, .Agent
FREE

3

PORTLAND.

ST.) BLOCK,

eepl

dtf

—

OF THE

CARMBIjITEI

Melissa Cordial
Eau de Melisse des Cannes.

300 Years’ Reputation

as a

Apoplexy, Paralysis, Dyspepsia, Colic,
Headache, Indigestions, Faintness,
Chills and Fevers, Ac.
Get the Genuine.
Beware of Imitations.
SOLD BIT ALL DRUGGISTS.

General Depot at BOYER’S No.
New York.

50 Park Place,

JNO. W. PERKINS & CO.,

®8

were

MEHARGr

Retnrn Tran.
Those who have used steam for heating buildings
for

drying purposes, have long felt the need of a
perfect device for returning, at a high temperature,

office.

condensation from the heating pipes to
the boiler, thus saving a large amount of fuel. Such
a device has been found in the “Meharg Steam
Trap,” which is ottered to those in need with a guarantee that they will keep the pipes free of water.
This trap has been in use for several years, is simple in construction and practical in operation. It is
offered at a price solow that no one who is using
steam for beating can afford to do without it. They
will be put on for
responsible parties on trial for 30
days, and if not found entirely satisfactory, will be
taken off free of expense.
Further informa'ion as to price. &c., can be had
by addressing Gen’l T. W. Hyde. Bath, Me.; C. 1>
Brown, Brunswick, Me.: or W. II. Pennell, No. 17
Union St., Portland.
au7dtf

ANOTHER NEW STORE.

For Sale 2
The new and thoronglily built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part of the city. The best bargaiu
in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J. R. AVERILL.
For
Sale.
FIRST-CLASS three-story Brick House,

Street.Ju30dtf

For Sale.
Cottage House on Lincoln Street at
Woodford’s Corner, Deering, within three minutes walk of Horse Cars. Nine finished rooms,
painted and papered in the latest style, marble fire
frames, furnaces and green blinds, &c. Lot G5 by 94.

«New

For Sale.
House and lot at No. 81 Newbury
St. Apply at house,
R. RUBY,
<le27

_dtf_
For

A

“

ANEW

Oak

BROWN,

Union
CURTIS & DAVIS.
152 Commercial St.

Laurel,
wharf, for sale by
sept4dlm

CARGO

Two

now

Ayrshire

landing

D.

Bull

Calves,

old; pure blooded; for sale
cheap. Inquire at No. 2 Adams’ Court, or No.
?2 Exchange Street.sept8dtf

THREE

months

ox

dtf

SALE.

A Picnic Parly Wagon; will seat twentytwo per-ons comfortably. Top takes ofl whole in
Sve minutes, leaving a nice Concord wagon suitable
for any business where a nice strong wagon is need.
2d; has pole and shafts, and is in fine running order
Can be seen at FERNALD & SAWYER’S STA
blils, t»y* uongreas st., rortiaua.
aulG
eodtf

Lawyers

The

King

of Desks.

or

PORTLAND.

the

to

F. H. FASSETT, Architect,
auglleodlm
Centennial Block.

noticeT
to

can

go
anywhere in the
vessel at night or day
by calling at No. 1 Custom
at Lunch Boom at lower
a

House Wharf, or
name wharf.
auglldlm*O. B. ADAMS,

end of

All persons are
hereby cautioned
against trusting or harboring anv of the
crew of German Bark “Fort ana,” Loerhardt, Master, as no hills of their contracting will be paid by Captain or Con-

C1IASK, LEAVITT & CO.

Vauilta

Addkess
my8

Cleaned,

s. e. kicker,
Libby's Corner, Deering.
_

dr

To Pensioners.
after TUESDAY, Sept. 4tb, the Portland
Board of Examining Surgeons for pensioners
will bold daily sessions at the rooms ot the old
P.nslou Agency, Centennial Block.
augUidtt

ON

and

1

T
__

Sold at reduced rates (or

NOTICE.

a

M. lor

ARRANGEMENT
anci

Jiv.ioai

MAINE.

—

dtf

ABD

JC,iOI

,

J.

6.00
11.00

Southwest.

O. FURNIVAL, Agt,

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with flrst-class rolling
Btocb, and is making th. best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
ET-PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the train,
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
iny amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
jne passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager•
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. June 18, 1877.
julSdtf

TESTIMONIALS.

EECENT

An Invalid for 30 Yeara Rcwtorcd to
Health; at ihc age of 71.

BUT

REMARKABLE

Eastport, Calais
SUMMER
A JtAASV-A-.Ai

Boston, Mass, July 27, 1877.
Holman Liver Pad Co.—Gentlemen.—This is my
71st birthday. I caunot let this anniversary
pass,
happy and blessed as I am with most unusual good
health for one who has passed “three score yearBand
ten,” without adding my testimonial, and declaring
have refor the benefit of others, the great good I
ceived from Holman’* Liver Had and Planters. For the last thirty years I have been an inval-

A A*** O

id, most ot the time. Have had the best Physicians
Allopathy and Homoeopathy to no purpose, except
occasional, temporary relief. For three years I have
been unable to eat a comfortable or nourishing meal,
without resorting to some aid to digestion. One day,

surance

Co.)

mli21dtf

A.

^obtained

1

nventions that have been
by the Patent Office may

promptly attended to.

Holman Liver Pad Co.—Gentlemen: Some five
weeks ago I purchased one of your Liver Pads ol
your agent, for my wife, she having been troubled
with Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint for two years.
She has been wearing the Pad just five weeks, and
it has done her more good than all the medicine she
has ever taken. She can eat anything now that she
wants without any trouble, and I would advise all
that are troubled with Dyspepsia to try one as soon as
they can as I tliink they are a sure cure for Dyspepsia. Yours
Tcspect,
J. H. RUST.
South Wol
b, N. H., July 23,1877.

iul and Sick Headache.

Holman Liver Pad Co.—Gents: A few weeks
ago 1 was iDduced to purchase from your agent here,
one of your Liver and Ague Pads tor my wife, who
has been greatly troubled with Liver Complaint and
Sick Headache, and I am happy to inform you that
it works like a charm. It has at this writing been
worn three weeks and there has not been a single
complaint about the headache. I firmly believe the
Pad is worth ten times the price you ask for it for

Yours respectfully,
CPAS. W. SPRINGFIELD.

Sent by mail, free,

Thurston,

general agent
8 Free street Block, Portland. Me.

on

receipt

of

$2.00.

au-l

499 1-2 Congress

PORTLAND, ME.

Dissolution oi

St.,
dtt

Copartnership.

Copartnership heretofore existiug between
the subscribers, under the style of JOHNSON
THE
& CLARK is this

daydissolved by mutual coDseDt.
All debts due said firm are to be paid to Mrs. I P.
Johnson, who will pay all debts of said firm, anil
continue the business at the oid stand No. 7 Claim’s
“ 0
Block, Congress St.
MRS. I. P. JOHNSON.
MISS E, D- CLARK.
Miss E. I). Clark may be found by lier cum meri
and Iricnds at No. 20 Som li St.
t

Vaults Cleaned
taken out|at short notice, Irom $4 to ®o
cord or|$3 a|loa<l, by addressing
A, LIBB5T. Portland P, o
myltdtf

AND

Horning Train,

d

fTl A
I I I
5

nects

■

be

us

a

with all Monmi

con-

for

further notice
LEWISTON will
Millbridge ouly on her
Tuesday trip from here, and go
hrough to Machiasport on Fridays only.
Passengers for points beyond Millbridge, can take
stage from Millbridge, and arrive at Machias same
evening
F eight for Jonesport, Machiasport, East Machias
and Machias, received on Fridays only.
This arrangement will continue about two months.
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manager,
Portland July 26,1877.
jy28dtf
to

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.
Steamers Eleauora & Franconia

Will until further
notice, leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at
M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
nations tor passengers, making this a
very convenient and comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage,
including Slate
Room, $5. Meals extra. Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to

Portland,

P.

£1 E A D

OF ALL

Corner, Ucerinr

dtt

vktvi

Mouth

OTUEU8.

&

a

week.

First

AND

—

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore * Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219
Wasnington street.
Boston.
smu uj lumuoTC

—-."iiug

Agents.
Passage $15,
For

freight

ington,

or

uameu

orpassage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash-

other information apply to
E.

SAMPSON, Agent,

53 Central Wharf, Bostcn,
H, ROCKWELL, Agent,

no2dtf

^roydncee* R.j.

PORTLAND ^WORCESTER LINE
J1XE

11,

TRIPS

PER

WEEK.

Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and HampBangor about 10 o’clock next
morning.
Returning, leave Bangor same days at 9.30
o’clock, A. JVI.. arriving in Portland in time to
den, arriving in

connect with the 5.30 trains over the Eastern and
Boston & Maine Railroads, arriving in Boston at
9.30, connecting with the 10 o’clock ^Shore Line)
trains to New York.
For turther particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
E. CUSHING, Asst. Manager.

FOR

MT. DESERT AND

MACHIAS.

TWO TRIP PER
BUMMER

WEEK.

ARRANGEMENT
The

jaw

Steamer

LEWISTON

aCapt. Deering, will leave Railroad, Wharf, Portland, every
^BSaKSaiiT.eida! and Friday evea■ng>. ai II o’clock, or on the arrival of the T
o’c.ock Pullman train from Boston over the Eastern
Railroad, for Rockland, Castlne, Deer Isle, Sedgewick, South West and Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert),
Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiaxporl.
Returning, leaves .Vlacbia.port every Vlanday and Thursday mornings at 4.30
o'clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland
same night, connecting with Pullman trains and
early morning trains for Boston and the West.
For further particulars enquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manger.
June
9, 1877
Portland,
Je9dtf

A-clStA

FOR THE

ISLANDS?"

STEAMER TOURIST.

.ir—p.

tVilMeavethe East Side of Custom House Wharf
every week day tor Scolt’s and Jones’ Landing at
8.30, 9.45 and 11.15 a. m., (later in the season a trip
at 12 m.,) 1 45, 4.15 and 6.10 d. m.
For Trefethen’s aud Hog Island at 8.30 and 9.45 a.
m., 1.45, 4.15 and 6.10 p. m.
Returning—leave Scott’s Landing at 9.15, 10.05
and 11.40 a. m., and 5.15 p. m.
Returning—leave Trefethen’s and Hog Islands at
9,00 and 10.30 a. m., and 5 00 p. m.
A Mailing Trip among the Islands
every
pleasant day. starting at 1.45 p. m., and arriyiDg
at. tba fiitv at A 1.1
Fare lor Round Trip Hi cenu.
Package of five round trip tickets $1.00. Season

Ticket, $5.00.
Tickets for sale at office of Koliins, Loring*
Adams, No. 22 Exchange Street, and on board

at 1.15 p.m. and

CAPT C. H. KNOWLTON.

anlddtf

The Peaks Island Steamboat Co.'s
STEAMER
Capt. A. S. Oliver.

GAZELLE,

On and after Sept. 4,1877, will run
follows: Leave Custom House
Wharf for Evergreen and Jones
Landing at 9, and 10,30 a. m.,
as

and 2, 3.30’p.

m.

Returning at the usual hours.
Fare down and back 10 cents.
Sept 4, 1877
sepltt

A

Family Medicine.

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY cures
Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatami Fains in the Stomach, Water Brash,
ulency
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveuess, Constipation,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Worms, Files, Rheumatism,
Skin Diseases,Diseases of the
Liver,Kidney and Bladder Complaints,Female Diseases,prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the
and cure ot Fever and Ague, Bilious,
Srevention
emittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Frepared by

THOMAS 6. GERRISH Lowell, Mass.
EF~Sold
by Druggists and Dealers

run os

follow.

rives at Kochesier at 9.55 a. lu., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine
Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p.
m.,
Boston 1.15 p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40
p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and

West.
1,15 P. M. Htrambont Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Kochester for Dover anil Great
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nnshnn for Lowell and
Boston, at Ayer .«unction for Fitchburg and the West via Hoosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad tor New York, at Patnnm witti
ExPtesa Line” for
a f ^hila» lp.hi.a
I hiladelphia,
Baltimore and Wash,
ington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier
No, 40 Worth
Nor,h
«• err New York, at 6.00 a.
m.
5,SO P. M. Mixed Train for Rochester
H.ifO P. M. I.oenl for Gorhnm
Trams leave Rochester at 7.00, *11.25
and til 44 »■

5.1o

n^.°-S|t0

S:ioprimDg

1D

Port,ai*dat»■»a.m.,

Leave Cmham 6.00a.m.,

striving

at

m

Medicines.

my*4__d&wly

CLAIRVOYANT.
MADAJIE IV. H, MADDOX,the celebrated
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress. can

now located at No. 4 Mechanic
St., where she can he
consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out Tost, hidden or stolen
treasure*. «£e., aud was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortuneteller of the age. Per ns entering
intoany
new business or profession, the con
ucting of whicn
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell toe destiny
ol friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her iu her constant travels since she
was

seven years old.

tnotimAnlnls ninaH ti

_a

Terms, Gents *1.00; Ladies 50 cents.
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

Office hours
oo9dt

I will Forfeit Five Dollars

|itaTe Portland at 7.30 a. m..
-1.13 5.30 and 0.30 p. m.
7.30 A. ffl. Accommodation for Worcester. Ar-

Portland 6.40

case
where mv NOTH
any
AM,
I.OTION Will
the
Moth and Freckles if used
to my
according
’ directions. Price, ‘J5 and 50 cents.
Apply with a soft spoDge three or four times a day
until the Moth or Freckles
disappear, which is ein*
erally accomplished in one week:
Sent by mail on receipt of
price.

IN

not“move

tcortl

MRS. S.
SPENCER,
mj25d6m
SO Brown St.,
Portland, Me.

Iron Founders and

NICKEL PLATERS.
Lie ensedby the United Nickel Co., of New York,
ACBVBN, MAINE.
ESP**All Orders will have Prompt Attention.
janG
eod*&wlvSTu»!fcTb

LAGER BEER.

{Mixk.'

A

CO’*

CELEBRATED

KAVAlt\l\ liUn:u. orders for whi«h
STAIVLEY
Sprtogvale.Alfr«lt^c?>RlS?'rr.“-£top8
the keg
case, addressed NTANI.KY Sc ( o
Gorham’ i'ulyat
Saccarappa and West- by

making
with tbrougb trains
nrM.hlr^t
c1 a,‘d,c?,nnec,10l>
GeIltrul
Urand Trunk Railroads.
hmA

?

dcltll-f_

Maine Central Railroad.
attention of shippers of freight at Portland

on

/~<r\

Steamer CITY OF RICHC. Kilbv, will leave
Portland every Monday, Wrd.
» *m ■dlb—Mwfiw nemlny
and Friday eveniugN, at lO o’clock, or on the arrivalofthe
train leaving Boston at 6 o’clock, over the Boston &
Maine Railroad, for Banicor, touching at
land, Camden, Lincolnville Belfast, Searspor

1877,

Trniu. will

p. m. The train leaving at 11.20 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Auburn, Wiutbrop and Waterville. The 11.20
p. m. tram is the Night Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Bangor for all stations on the Bangor
& Piscataquis, and E.
N, A. Railway, and lor
Houlton, Woodstock, at. Andrews, at.
atephen, St. John and Halifax,
rhe 6.15 a. m. train trom Portland connects at Rockland on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays with
Str, Ulysses for Hit. Desert and aullivan.
Passenger Trains arrive iu Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Cardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains lrom Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. <& L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 1.20 and 1.23 p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K, & L.
R. R. at 5.25 p. m. The night Pullman Express
t ain at 2 00 a. in.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland. Jane 11, 1877.
jujldtf

is
rHE
rains

THREE

Unml

Portland & Rochester R. R.

For Lewiston and Auburn.

■

STP.AMRnA'P

Washington

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St..

Central

leave

mm,fiMOR<yuws

Special arrangements can be made for private
Moonlight Excursions.
Inquire on board Steamer of

through.

—

m.

Passenger Trains

D. D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1871.
Janlldtf

Maine Steamship Company FOR THE ISLANDS.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and sIcCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SAT CRD AY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

in.

For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
6 15 a. in. and 1.10 p. m.
For Bath at 6.15 a. m., 1.10 and 5.15 p. m.
For Farmington, Monmouth,
Winlhvop,
Beadfleld, West Waterrille and Waterville via Lewiston at 1.15 p. m.

faults Cleaned

p. kicker,

Notice !

Hereafter until

m.

ganaett If ay by daylight.
Brand Promenade Concert every Evening by D. W. Beeves’ Celebrated Amercan Band of Providence*
Freight trains leave at 4.30 P. HI.
Wo intermediate landings between Providence and New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Company’s office, 214 Washington, cor. State street, and
at Boston & Providence Railroad Station.
J- W. RICAARDSON, Agent. Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’t B. & P. R. R.
je28eod3m

a

GEO. L. CONNOE,
J. E, KENDE1CK,
Gen’l Pass. Agt.
Supt.
L. H. PALMEB, Agent, 3 Old State House.
JjG
d3m

For Mkowhegau at 1.10,1.15 and 11.20 p. m.
For Angusta, llallowell. (Sardine.1 and
Brunswick at 6.15 a. m., 1.10,5.15 and 11 20 p.

BLIND,

Aslios IlamlodL,

p.

D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoided
Insurant e one-eighth of one percent.
For Kates of Freight, or other information,'apply

ton.

Class Kieamshla
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TCEMDAY
and HATCH BAY.

dtf

10 and 11.20
for,

MlfflCHUSETTS,

Libby

Lines

Points

Norfolk, Va., Portsmousb, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,

Boston Steamers. State Booms and Berths secured
at 3 Old State House, and at Old Colony Depot, Bos-

Poor limes

Passenger Trains leave Portland for RnnDexter, Belfast and %%’aterville at

and the well-known and popular

EinvS

nii.tid s.

Grand Promenade Concerts on board
each Steamer every evening.
Tickets sold in Portland at all E. E. ticket offices,
B. &M.,and Eastern E. E. Depots, and on board

-—

MONDAY, JUNE 11, 1877.

Steamboat Express Train will leave Boston &
providence Railroad Station daily (Sundays excepted). at G P. Nr. Connect at Fox Point wharf, Providence, with the Entirely New and lUagniflceiit

ALL

JfORK.

Only 49 miles ol Kail.
Passing through Narragansett and Mount Hope
Bays by daylight. 1VO UlSiliKPPABLE
sitiur

partures.
Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVEK. there
connecting with the Clyde Hiramer.. .nilinu
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines toCharleston, S. C„

STEAMSHIP LINE

RAILROAD.

Faro $4. New York and Return $7.

Address

Boston at 10.00 p.

Maine

NEW ROUTE TO NEW TORE,

and
AsIhs Be
moved.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
oraddrewnt/
R. GJKSONt
5X8 Congress Stre» t
anldtt

connection with OLD COLON! RAILROAD.

PaPt#

The Mammoth Steamships Bristol and Providence of this Line are the largest, handsomest
and most costly Steamers in the world.
Trains leave Boston from the Old Colony R, R. Station at 4.30 P. HI. accommodation, and O P. in.
steamboat express, connecting with these floating
palaces at Fall River daily (Sundays from July 1st to
Sept 2d inclusive) arriving in New York at 6 A. M.
No Line can offer the accommodations presented by
this favorite route.

cor-

arriving in New York at G. A. M. Tlifs is the only
line aflordiug a delightful sail through Narra-

—

Norfolk. Baltimore

....

PROVIDENCE LINE

s.

Mleamrr

septs

NO UHARUK UNLESS PATENT IS
SECURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, andjto
inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.
dtt
no24

MR RHODE

TO

Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Ex°hangeSt.,and W. D. Little,* Co.’s,49J Exchange St.
L.W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,'
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocl
73
dtf

Trains on Boston
teamers running

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND

STEAMER

—

gage checked

& Maine road connect with all
between Portland and Bangor,
Mt.
Iockland,
Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,
it. John and Halifax.
; Prank trains at Grand Also, connect with Grand
Trunk Station, and Maine
lentral and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Station,
transfer
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes lor refreshnents at Urstclass dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
^
s n eTPtnrvd i:....
...
_.
■

or
vour dewe make exam-

All

—

The

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence K. R. Depot dailv, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Bag-

leave (iennebunh

will

Through Tickets to all
West at lowest rates.

model

tentability.

FALL RIVER LINE

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point J udith.

tad

vice;
inations free of charge

s

FBOSI

FOR BANGOR

'This is

New York, eaviug Boston at 0. p. m.
fhe S.ilO p. m. Train from Portland makes
close connections with Mho re Line for New

York, leaving

sketch of

l

1877.

for Portland at 7.20 a. m.
The 1.20 p. in. Train from Portland

ONLY 42 MILES OF RAIL.

Consultation free at the Company’s Office.

Brown’s Block,

in most cases,

secured by us.
Being
opposite tlie Patent Office, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pattents mora promptly and wi*h broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.

& Sat’d’)

Wharfage,
From

Long Wharl, Boston, 3 r,.m.
From Fine Street Wliari,
delphia, at 10 a, m.
Insurance one half the rate ot
Bailing vessels.
F reight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Goniw ission
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to

GREAT

FOR NEW YORK.

ornamental

designs, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, etc

Line.

Wed’s’y

steamer.

Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 8.40 a. m., 1.20,
5-30 p. m.
For Manchester and Concord, N. II., (via
Newmarket Junction,) at 6.15 a. m. 1.20 p. m. (via
Lawrence,) at 8.40 a. m.
For Bocbestcr, Farmington. N. II., Alton
Bay and Wolfborough at 8.40 a. m., 1.20 p.
m.
For Centre Harbor at 8.40 a. m.
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach,
Saco and Biddeford at
at 6.15, 8.40 a. m., 1.20, 5.30, G,30 p. m.
For Kennebatnk at 6.15, 8.40 a. m., 1.20, 5.30,
6.30 p.m. »

July

mechanical deor
other

lor

THE

w

Great Falls, Hover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,

vices, medical,

ompounds,

night.
BP*Tickets and State Booms for sale at D. H.
266 Middle Street.
Tickets to New York via the variotL
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
de30-76dtf
J. B. OOYI.fi, jr.. Gen’l Agt,

YOUNG’S,
Through

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street.
decl6tf

will leave Portland for
Boston at G.J5, 8.40 a. m., 1 20 and 5.30 p. m.,
arriving at Boston at 10.45 a. m., 1.15, 5.30.
9.30 p. m. Returning, leave Boston for Portland
at 8.45 a. m„ 12.30, 3.30, 6.00 p. m., arriving at
Portland at 12.60, 5.00,.8.10, 10.00 p. in.
For Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,

M AiA<AA*

Monday,

81.00.

at

Passenger Trains

R. STUBBS, Agent.

still,

Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint.

Headache alone.

AJA*

after

2nd the Steamers of the International Line will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot of State St., every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
at 6.00 P. M., lor Eastport and St. John.
St. John and Eastport on the
will
leave
Returning
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sliediac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I., Fredericktown, and all stations cn the Intercolonial Railway.
83T*Freight received on day of Bailing until 4
o’clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms aDd any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, N'o. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean In-

in

JLlver Comp

JA

On and

FARE

Passengers by this line are reminded that they S8
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
enrea

A

Commencing Wednesday, Sept. 5,

ARRANGEMENT.

fol-

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

ARRANGEMENT OF TRAINS.

John, Digby,

and St.

as

Daily, ni 7 o’clock P. .VI., and INDIA
WHARF, BOXTON, dally at 7 P, M..
(Sunday excepted.)

RAILROAD.

Windsor and Halifax.

TRUE.

the first of May last, I was much surprised on receiv
ing from my friend Dr. F. W. Walsh, then in charge
ot your Boston office, a Holman’* Liver
Pad
and Planter*, with special directions for use. In
forty-eight hours from the time of application, I
could sit at my table and eat as hearty as any of my
family, and teel no discomfiture therefrom. There
are days when I leel as when I was twelve years old.
I can walk one or more miles, and not feel tired in
the least; and I will add that 1 ascribe all credit to
the Pad,as I have taken no medicine of anv
kind
since applying it. I feel to praise God daily ior givG.
w.
Holman
talent
and
and
the
to
make
ing
power
apply such a wonderful discovery. I believe half of
its medicinal power lies as yet undeveloped.
Yours respectfuliv,
ELIZABETH AYER KEYES,
14 Warrenton Street.

Boston & Maine

BOSTON AND EASTERN
PROVINCES.

alternately

run

P the Steamer

point. In the

$3.00

Steamers have Portland for
Boston at 5 A. M. and return
leaving Boston at 8 A. M. or
-may return by Portland Steam
Packet Co, night steamers or rail—route may be reversed.
Steamers leave for the Provinces at 6 P. M. Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and passengers may return any time during the season.
For Circulars. Tickets and further information,
apply at the Office of the Co,, No. 4 Milk Street,
(Opposite Ocean Ins. Co.)
Portland July 17, 1877.

in

Doing

further notice,
Leaving
until

_

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, dliltvauItee, Cincinnati* St. Loui., Omaha.
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Cake City,
Denver, San Francisco,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

What the Liver Pad is
New England.

will,
ows:

Steamboat

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates 1

Trains leave P. & li. depot at 7.30 a. m. and 1.15 p.
m. daily (except Sundays).
Drawing Room Car on
1.15 p. m. train. Tickets and information can be obtained at any of the Exchange St. Ticket Agencies or
at the depot.
«T. W. PETERS,
J. M. LUNT,
Gen. Ticket Agt.
jy25dtf
Supt.

TO

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOH.B

SPECIAL

9EPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

and all

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Ui-LC

To

Centre Harbor and Retnrn,
Worcester and Retnrn,
New York and Retnrn,

every

CLYDE’S

—

Northwest, West and

Brown’s Block, 4991-2 Congress st.,

Ho

ARRANGEMENT.

SEW

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

LIVER PAD COMPANY.

limited

period by

Samuel

A.

1S77.
Leav
North tlonwny

Mail from Montreal, Quebec and West at 12.45 p.m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 1.00 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.15 p. m
Express from Montreal and West 7.05 p. m.

via

Willi ten thousand more in New England
who have been treated the past three
months.
Dolman’s Eiver Pad works by absorpLaw. ft is two-fold
is
True
Nature’s
tion;
in its actions. Gives and Takes. No poisons are used in making it.
ft is a war
against Nostrums, ft is worn next the skin
over the vitals, liver and stomach, in
the
hollow just below the breastbone.

WISHING

or on

Monday, July SO,

m.

Excursion Tickets

HOLMAN

Steamship
Leave each port

Boston to the South. Only Tri.Weekly
Line.

Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8,30 a. m
Mixed from Gorham at 10.00 a- in
SSir3*Passengers from Gorhain can take the Express
at Lewiston Junction, arriving in Portland at 8.30 a.

YOUNG,

aog2'J

AND

PHILADELPHIA

E. B, MAMl'NON, Agrut
to Long Wharf. Ho.un

ARRANGEMENT.

wu cauvx

aulO

South Wolfborough, N. H., July 20, 1877.

to furnish fa library is called to an
elegant book case, covering a wall space of
seventeen feet in length, now offered for sale. Apply

person wishing
board of
Harbor
ANY
be accommodated

II.

»umi

mylfldtf

BOSTON,

trains will run as follows:
Express lor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
for
Express
Gorham, Montreal and West, at 8 a. m
Express tor Auburn and Lewiston at l.i5p. m.
Mail train 2.00 p. m. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,) connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Aubnrn and Lewiston 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham—Passengers for Gorham can take the
5.15 p. m. Express connecting with mixed train at
Lewiston Jet. for Gorham.

BroOks

at

are

Attention of
Persons

SUMMER

Leaves all points on Maine Central R. R. connecting with Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads,
TUESDAY, September 11, at Greatly Reduced
Fares. Also by Bangor and Machias, International
and Halifax Steamers and principal connecting Hues. 1
For further particulars send lor circular,

Ship Timber For Sale.

of Sch.,

FOR

genuine article has stamped upon it “Ellis Patent
C. L. MARSTON,
May 26, 1874.”
Gen. Agent lor Maine.
sep8

The

2J story house on the line of horse cars
in Deering, close to F. O. J. Smith’s entrance.
se8dlw*
on
the
premises.
Inquire

ONE

hereby cautioned against parties
who are canvassing this city at the present
to
sell the Ellis Gas Burner The
pretending

THE

For Sale.

the whole of a Coal Yard which is
half,
now doing a good business.
Address Box 976
Portland Me.mylldtf

Caution.
time

Sale.

GOOD building lot, on Melbourne St„ size 40 x
90. Will be sold low by paying a small portion
lown and the balance can be arranged to suit pur
chaser
C. A. B. MORSE & CO„
Apply to
6e1eod2m
No. 5 Commercial Wharf.

Fancy

public

PERKINS,

jnl2dtf489 Congress Street.

Fr. Kid Nandal Slippers,

Sign of the Gold Boot.

j?31

iin

—

in

Grand Trunk It, fi. of Canada.

by the Mmnucb Steamer

on

Free St. with all the modern improvements,
?as, sebago, bath room, first and second story supwith
hot and cold water; nil in perfect orplied
der. Inquire of JOHN. C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange

COAL YARD FOB SALE.

A FULL LINE OF
Ladies Fr. Kid Side Lace Boots,

J.

on

$8
$8
$8
$8
d+»o
CEO
Sdl»Q
qpO
SJpo

o

in

BOSTON

—

Steamers at Sebago Lake for Naples, Biidgton
and Harrison.
Stages at Glen Station for Jackson and Glen
House. Connects at Fabyan’s for Summit Mt.
Washington; also for Littleton, Lancaster, Jefterson,
Wells River, Montpelier, &c.
Connects at St. Jobnsbury for Newport, Lake
Memphremagog, Sherbrook, Montreal and Quebec.
Excursion** through the Notch—Passengers
taking 8.30 a. m. train lrom Portland, will arrive at
Crawford’s at 1.00 p. m., Fabyan’s at 1.15 p. m., having ample time for dinner before returning. Return
train leaves Fabyan’s at 2.15 p. m., Crawford’s at
2.30 p. m„ arriving in Portland at 6 30 p. m.
B3T* Special rates to Excursion Parties.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt.
Portland, July. 28,1877.
jy30dtf

Boston, New York and the
GREAT FALL RIVER ROUTE,
Poriland Hominy, Sept. *Olb,

au2dtf

the water of

IRVING

Transfers across Bos-

via

J

for 1-C and upwards.

Philadelphia & New England steamship Line.

dtf

Street.

L J.

BPRING

5.50 P. 211. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
ARRIVE
8.30 A. M. from Upper Bartlett.
1.18 P. M, irom Fabyan’s.
6.30 P. M. from Fabyan’s and Vermont Division.

Youngs Popular
HUDSON RIVER EXCURSIONS,

Machinery represented below.

SkX^Migln .Nterling Checks iaaued

to wim,

BOSTON STEAMERS.

Sup’t.
dtf

tions.

R. Offices, Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL. Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FURBER, General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R.
jy•
dtf

House for Sale,
Western part of city, a New House containing
all the modern improvements. Inquire at this

Everything complete.

Wholesale Drog|ian, Portland, Me.
aug8
eodly

«

RAILROAD

steamers and chairs in Parlor cars
at secured in advance Boston & Maine or Eastern K.

ON

A

by any other route.
J. M. LUST,

Olen House, Crawford’**, Fnbyan’s. Mum■nit Ml. Washington, and all points on the Vermont Division through to Burlington aud Swauton.
1.05 JP. HI. for Fabyan’s and intermediate sta-

—

night changes.
Staterooms

awarded to J. W. Stockwell for

July31dtf_

Sovereign Remedy
IN CASES OF

Oil dt.

Portland 8.30
COMMERCING

A

1,3©0,0©OBOTTLES.

••

OR

hirst class fortnightly mall steamers cf this line
sail from Ilulimx
every other TucMday,* for
Liverpool, touching at QiieeuMown.
Passage: First-class-$70 anil $80 gold, or lt»
equivalent; Intermediate—$40 gold; Third-class at
lowest rates.
The gklaNgow Line <>f steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts oi England, Ireiaml, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets Issued at reduced
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
[atts.
New England, No 3. India Street, Portland, Me.

Quick Time, Lew Rule*, Frequent De-

A whole might’s rest going and
coining, and avoid contusing

House Lot For Sale.
Turners Island, containing 3150 feet; near P.
S. &P.R R. Buildings. Will be sold cheap
ior cash.
Inquire of S. L. CARLTON.
Att’y at Law,

IN

as

—

Small House For Sale.

IN PARIS ALONE,

«

SUMMER

NEAT II story house, six rooms, good cellar,Sebago. Lot 33x60. Situated between Congress
and Cumberland Sts.
Price $1800, terms } cash.
Apply to F. G. Patterson, Dealer in Real Estate

—

STEAMERS

RAILROAD.

enjoy

je28dtf

au24379£ Congress

or

t3?“j?are always as low
J. W. PETERS,
Gen’l Ticket Agent,

York.
Passengers by this route are landed, on board
Mound Steamers in season for Supper, aud

au28180 Middle St. Portland.dim

ANNUAL SALE

transler toy

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owes t rates.
Pullman Car Tickets for Beau und
Berth* nt Ticket Office.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
julldff

Ask for Tickets via Portland & Worcester
aud Norwich Lise.

Express train leaves Portland daily (except Sunday). at 1.20 p. m., with Parlor car attached, connecting with all the Sound Lines lor New

acres.

IN PORTLAND.
XL A part of the International Hotel lot, on Ex;hauge. Congress and Market streets, containing
about 700 feet
IN GRAY.
XII. A part of the old Perley farm between Gray
corner and the Perley railroad station, an the Maine
Central lailroad, with the buildings, containing
about 80 acres.
For further particulars, terms of sale, &e
apply
to JOHN W. LANE, at the United States Hotel, or
to
C. W. GODDARD,
)
JOHN A. WATERMAN, > Executors.
D. W. FESSENDEN.
)
Portlaud, June 27, 1877

Car attached.

luiried and vexntions

ton both ways.

—

of

connections for Passen-

through

For Eleven Dollars,

PORTLAND, MIG,

Office

Portlan^^n«rUoii^Tsland~Soiind

7.JO and 8.45 a. in., 14.JO
and 7.00 p. ni., connecting with Maine
Central and E. dr N, A. Railway for
Bt. John and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping
nt

ac

Derry.

—

TiETTJrtZSTI^&,

5teamersr^^tiTercby*MMew8wrinB'

BOSTON & MAINE

con-

IN CAPE ELIZABETH.
X. The Buzzell place on the easterly side of the
Authoine road, with the buildings, containing

VIA

—

IN FALMOUTH.
VIII The Waite farm near Smelt Hill, at Presumpscot Lower Falls, containing about 26 acres.
IX. The Batcbelder farm, on the banks of the
Falmouth

PABMEftGER TRAIN* leave Portlaud
for *carboro’« *aco. Biddeford, Hrnucbuuk, Well*, North Berwick, Nonih
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Kiltery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Balem, Lynn, Chelsea und Boston at
8.45 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1.00 p. ni.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kiltery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Balem, Lynn. Chelsea and Boston at
I .JO and 5 JO p. m. Train leaving at 1.30
p. m. arrives in Boston in time to connect with
Sound steamer lines tor New York. Train leavleaving at 5.30 p. m. arrives in Boston in time to
connect with 10 p. m. train for New York.
6.00 |». m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Bleeping Car, for
Boston at 4.15 a, in., every day (except
Mondays.)

Voyage.

Liverpool, touching

•for

ficave Boston

New York & Return

Leighton’s slaughter Louse.

the

—

—TO—

near
ten acres.

Presumpscot river, near
taining about 90 acres,

this is Hie only Uinc
Cars between

—Remember,

running Thron^h

Ocean

First-claw Weekly mail steamers of this line sail from Quebec
morning,
every Nalurday

v

1

PORTLiil & OCDGlBllii

acres.

small lot

sTon

aul7

taining about 50 acres.
IV. The Shattuck place on the southely side of
the Falmouth road, containing abont 6 acres.
V. A tract of about 16 acres at Graves* Hill, on
the notherly side of the Falmouth road.
VI. Land adjoining Presumpscot Park grounds, on
the west side of Blake street, containing about ten
VII. A

making
SURE CONNECTIONS. SOUTH & WEST.

/.Tioonor

Diploma

CINE

York next morning at 6.00 A. M
arriving
allowing Passengers a whole night’s rest, and
at New

Also from Stations between Portland and Island
Pond at low figures.
See public bills for particulars.
sept8
J3t

at Junction of Western
Fromenade and Danforth Street.

tennial Medal and

NORWICH

The Grand Trunk RailwayCo. will issue Excursion
tickets to Montreal and return for S3.00: to
Quebec and return for 90.00.

At World's Ex osition the Cenof-

OF CARS

Sept. 10th & Uth, '77. th^TxpeHs^^n^annoyanc^ira

Factory

Estate tor Sale.

now

TIiau

i,o«

f°mmercial

MONTREAL ID QUEBEC

NO. 1 PORTLAND PIER.

ABEL L. LAWTON & CO..

are

info

TO

—

The Office ot the Company

au29dlm*Ayer, Mass.

following parcels of real estate

in or

F“"‘

CUR

them.

mm

London,

There connecting early same evening with the Fast
and Reliable Steamer of the

10__dtf

than cut-stone, and as ornamental and
durable if not more so.
In the Farrington Block, on Congress
street, on the side next to the church, in
the upper story, may been samples in the
form of three plain shields. Also in the
new brick houses on Smith street, are key
stones and window sills.

the Hoosac Tunnel Line of Railroad,
also the Portland & Rochester connect here.
About
one hundred traius daily, 20 stores 2 markets, 3
hotels, 16 manufacturing establishments, a weekly
newspaper, 5 churches, a spacious town hall, 8 public schools of a high grade. Being almost wholly a
manufacturing and railroading town and an excellent market. Thirty-eight acres of very strong producing land, well devided, cuts 20 tons of hay by
machine, a fine orchard of all kinds of fruit, fenced
with stone wall and watered by never failing water,
a two story house painted and blinded, 10 rooms,
2 barns one 30x15 ene 30x40 with two sheds, buildings in good rspair, fiDe sunny location, only ten
minutes walk to a nice Village. Price $2,500, only
§800 down. Send for the “Real Estate Advocate’'
which describes this and 200 other farms. It i3 free.
on

Real

and

SUMMER_ SERVICE.
Shortest

OBE & WASHINGTON.

STEAMBOAT EXPRESS TRAIN, with guperb
Drawing-Koom C n r ** attached, leaves Portland & Rochester R, R.
Depot at 1.15 P. M., and
runs directly
through, via Nashua aud Worcester,

Unrp.nrll at 7 A. 1*1.
F.°jr V®?.* l8,I,“«1 ““<* Millie Cbebrague
at lO A. irl.
Leave Little Lhebeguc at 9 P ML,
sept

bo

Portland Cement Building Blocks

SALE, only three miles from the enterprising town of Aver, which is situated 30 mile3

•Lands of the late Hon. F. O. JT. Smith
in Cumberland County.

Boarders Wanted.
FEW good

JUiAUUUJige

FARM FOR SALE.

Valuable

BOARD.

A

To L<jt.

or

Cheabegue,

wV-rfent'*P.,M.d’
l.enxe

nish, but should be of fine dense material
throughout: and such pipes are made by
the Portland Cement DrainPipe Company,
of Hydraulic Cement, etc., and are as durable as the rocks.
These pipes are also used for wells, and
have peculiar advantages. They are read
ily sunk into quicksand by placing a man
or boy inside to bailjout the water and sand
Surface water, bugs and worms are excluded from wells so constructed.
For Chimneys they take less room and
are cheaper than bricks.
Stone edging for garden
walks, flower
beds, and grave borders of this material are
also in use and need only to be known to be
appreciated.
The Stone Flower Vases seem to be the
best thing yet. They retain moisture and
plants flourish in them. They do not need
painting, and do not rust; frost does not in-

REAL ESTATE.

521$ CONGRESS STREET,
Opposite head of Casco St.

Cliebeague,

ALLAN LINE.

1877.

YORK,

WITHOUT CHANGE

drains, etc.
Clearly, it should be that which is most
durable and least likely to get out of order. It should not be one which [is the
best it ever will be when first made, but
should grow stronger with age and use.
Neither should the pipes depend for durability and strength on a thin external var-

Strayed.

HOUSE

Little

to New

The great importance then of this subject being admitted, it is natural to inquire
which is the best kind of material to use for

Middle Street.

sept8d3t_

Great

prevented by perfect drainage.
“The diseases of filth are the agents which
pile figures upon the mortality tables,”
say they.
can

POCKET BOOK containing a sum of money
and valuable papers.
Tbe finder will be
suitably rewarded by leaving it at
HOLMAN, CABNEY, PARSONS & CO.’S,

To Let.
No. 17 North Street; arranged for two
families; up stairs and down; immediate
possession given. Apply to
N. S. GARDINER,
No, 28 Exchange Street.
auglSdtf

•ajk.

dtf

A

IN

JylDdtf

Congress Square

Wallet Lost.

the western part of the city, 2 or 3 pleasant
front rooms with board. References exchanged
Address
A. B. C.,” Press Office.
aug31d2w»

-.

there are no sewers, or if they.are neglected and out of order, epidemics will
rage, and lives will be lost.
The whole system of Public Sewers and
private drains must bo in complete working order to secure the best results.
Physiciansestimato that at least one-half
of certain fevers, blood and throat diseases

ser8d3l*

Me,__seldtf

BALTi

Lon? Island,

11,

JUNE

lladolphla,

—

It

MA

house No. 16 Stone St., large rooms and good
with sebago water. Rent low. Apply at 16
or JOHN A. LARRABEE, Old Orchard,

closets,

FOR

perfect drainage.

a

Lost.

Stone St,

WITa?

Colorado with

Brown Newfoundland Spaniel, while
breast and tip of tail, body shaved, tail
bushy, answering to name ot “Prince.’> A
surtahle reward will he paid by returning
him to Brig 0. B. Stillman, Berlin Mills Wharf.

To Let.
GOOD Rent, for a small family, in chambers of

To Let.
BOARD. Large and pleasant front

1

OT

STEAMERS.

Railroad,

THE

SHORT, (IIIICK ROUTE TO

HENRIETTA

—

It is 1 row a well established fact, that
health aepends iu no small degree upon

LOST AND FOUND

seld2w*SAMUEL CHASE.

A

to go to
Call at C03

sept!_

To Let.

A Cornish farmer records his experience in
favor of stimulating chemical manures for im-

proving crops, but finds that when applied
they should be sown in small quantities. In
the case of nitrate of .soda applied in large
doses at one sowing it produced rank and unhealthy plants,while when divided into smaller quantities and applied at several times, it
rendered them healthy and strong. He has
increased his wheat crop fifty per cent, by applying two hundred weight of nitrate of soda,
half a hundred weight being sown at a time,
while it the whole quantity was applied at

experienced cook

$13, former price $18 per
month. Apply to
W. W. CARR,
3dtf197
sept
Newbury Street.
No. lOBrattle street.
Sebago
HOUSE
stable. Apply at 22 Preble street.

was

Wanted.

Center
city
good rents, with gas, Sebago
water closets, and everything
IN and
in prime
Price about

order.

Harpswell

I*

HEALTH !

years in
previous
some
experiences
years
in Notions and
Country Stores. Could influence some local trade.
Reference given. Address U. E., No. 156 Exchange
St., Portland._
sep7d3w»

To Let.

New* and Note*,

Mr. Geo. G. Hanscom of Albion has a bul
calf, grade Durham,which when four months]
and five days old girtee four feet and five
inches and weighed 500 pounds.
The Bristol Agricultural Society and Farmers’ Club will hold their Annual Fair, Oct. 2,
3 and 4. The success of the previous fairs
warrants the assertion that the coming exhibition will be fully equal to any of the previous shows.
The twenty-second annual Cattle Show
and Fair of the Lincoln Agricultural Society
will be held at the Jefferson Trotting Park,
Sept. 25, 20 and 27. The prospects for a
successful fair are very flattering. Gen. J. L.
Chamberlain of Bowdoin College, and Hon
D. H .Thing of W. Mount Vernon, will deliver addresses on the afternoon of the third

last

STEAMER

experience
five
Gents’ Furnishing Store. Has had
Applicant’s
of
four
each

seven

the
UP modern conveniences—in
2d door Irom Neal St.
762

very instructive and snould impress upon our

minds a deep sense of the importance of the
thorough cultivation and pulverization of the
soil. They also afford an encouraging view
of the great resources of the soil, when properly treated for the production of abundant
harvests even without the application of manures.
They show that possibly the theorists of he other pside have too much distrusted the capabilities of the soil and have
not sought to bring them out as it would
have been for their profit to have done.
These other theorists depend almost wholly
upon the supplying of plant food in the quanj
tilies needed by the crop to ensure its growth
Barren sands are shown by experiments to be
capable of producing abundant crops of grains
when supplied with the needful quantities of
the plant foods required. Looking upon
most of the soils as already exhausted of
their fertility, these cultivators do not seek to
bring out their dormant stores of fertility, but
add to the soil so much of each kind of plant
food as the expected crop will require for its
growth. Abundant and paying crops are
produced by this method; and is not this a

A good Cook at
SM SPRING ST.
d3t»
sep8
Situation AVauted.

jylSdtf

RAILROADS.

Eastern

STEAMBOAT CO.

Wanted.

To Let.
Stairs rent of

Portland I

BY

rooms

To Let.
Yacht Alarm, 28 tons, thoroughly
equipped and furnished. lias superior accommodations. "Will be let by day or week
to responsible parties.
A good pilot in
charge. Apply to D.H. BURNS, Shipping

At

Office,

Seven

524} Congress St.

at

RAILROADS.

_

Situation Wanted.
a young Swede and hia wile; no
children; the
to
take charge of horses, furnace, &c.,
man
and his wife to work m house. No objection to the
cuuntry. Address
SWEDISH CONSUL,
septlOdlw*
Portland, Me.

dtf

d

REYNOLDS,

Enquire

sepiO

Manure.

Various theories of soil fertility are afloa
in the agricultural world. Theories apparently the most conflicting have their able advocates; and, what is more, these able advocate* prove the validity of their theories
by
the success of their practice. Facts are stubborn things to disprove, and a theory well
supported by them stands on an enduring
basis. But when*an almost equal array ol
facts seem to support the directly opposite
theories, how are we to reconcile and inter-

~

Tolman Place.

in

with Sebago.
TENEMENT

EXCURSIONS.

_WANTS.

To tet.

HOUSEHOLD.

—

Soil Culture

TO LET.

J. M. HINT, Supt.

For Halifax Direct.

called to the new arrangement of freight
Maine Central It. K., to take elleet APIUL

V

■

The Steamship Fnlnioiiih,
Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave
Trunk

Wharf

Lawivuc*

ju98

Mau., will receive prompt attention.
dtl

iSfBCULTVLKAlEDGii

every

Grand
Freight ior Lewituon, Auburn, Bangor,
M. for
^THURSJ-tAY at 0 00 P coimee««««•»• received at freight house before 5 30 I
iIalitax direct, making
M., will be forwarded same day, and will bo ready !
received
tion for all parts of ^ovaa.?!'0na’1:r
or early delivery at destination next
I
■* P-Mlor freight or
morning
on day of sailing until
PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent- I only
*1. B, COYLE, *1H., Agent,
passage apply to
March 3l8t, 1877.
ap&Itf
Franklin
mli27dtf
>»•'

|

or

Wharf,

Eor

sale by Grocers
generally.

wm. Sharp,
®ommertinl
“ft*
lu*

Street, Portlnnd, Me.
dtl

